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Přepis rozhovoru Backstage Talks 

 

Ondřej: Od koho vzešel podmět vydávat časopis Backstage Talks? 

Martin Jenca: Ok. Nevím, jak to formulovat, ale ten podmět má jakoby více úrovní. První 

úroveň je, že my jako vydavatel, jako studio Milk jsme chtěli být nějakým způsobem 

relevantní v tomto tématu a celý ten motiv byl v nedostatku na lokálním trhu, na 

Slovensku, ale i v okolních státech. Naráželi jsme na problém, že design je brán jako ta 

pěkná věc a není brán jako byznysový nástroj který dokáže pomoc a posunout dál. To je 

téma, které mě svým způsobem iritovalo a chtěl jsem dál posouvat toto téma a vzdělávat 

v něm nejenom klienty, ale i designéry, protože změna musí začít jakoby odspodu. To 

bylo motivem pro vytvoření časopisu. Udělat časopis, který bude kultivovat tohle 

prostředí. Aby se to otevíralo od umělecké scény k té normální, komerční, byznysové 

sféry. 

Ondřej: Ten časopis Backstage Talks je teda propojený s bratislavskou design konferencí. 

Ten podmět proto, abyste vydávali časopis vzešel od ní? Byla to zakázka? 

Martin Jenca: Úplně ne. Tu konference také organizujeme my. Takže na začátku vznikla 

konference s tím stejným cílem mluvit o designu a byznysu a kultivovat prostředí lokálně. 

Takže to byl jakoby motiv. Přivést samozřejmě největší hvězdy designu tak, abychom se 

učili a inspirovali od těch nejlepších. To bylo takové, jakože volné. Když už jsme ty 

designery měli tady, tak jakože ok, pojďme to využít abychom z toho mohli víc vytřískat. 

Doslova. Tak budeme s nimi dělat rozhovory a vydávat z toho časopis. Vzniklo to velmi 

volně. Nikoliv cíleně a nevzniklo to tak, že by konference zadala udělat ten časopis. Chtěli 

jsme pracovat s obsahem, který máme a který má svoji kvalitu abych získali větší 

publikum.  

Ondřej: Proč jste se rozhodli vydávat časopis v tištěný podobě? 



Martin Jenca: Online je toho hodně. A my jsme se rozhodli udělat časopis, který hodně 

vypráví. To znamená, že ten časopis není obrázkový a ani ta snaha nebyla, aby byl 

obrázkový. Některý rozhovory jsou vážně dlouhé a možná i náročné na čtení. Za nás ten 

print dává tomu daleko větší relevanci a kredibilitu než nějaký online časopis. To 

znamená, že je to z hodnotového hlediska a také jsme tomu chtěli dát váhu, aby tam byl 

jistý vztah a prostor k tomu, abychom se mohli soustředit na čtení. To znamená, že online 

je pro mě „rychloobrátka“ a print je na dlouho. To je to, co jsme chtěli. Tím způsobem 

také přistupujeme ke contentu. Je to věc, která ti má zůstat v polici, na kterou nemáš 

zapomenout, můžeš se k ní vracet. Tímto způsobem ja také koncipovaný obsah, ty 

rozhovory, aby ani po roce rozhovory nepůsobily zastarale.  

Ondřej: Proč jste se teda rozhodli ho vydávat v angličtině? 

Martin Jenca: Tak ty rozhovory vznikají už v angličtině a zároveň to publikum, která 

oslovujeme nemá s angličtinou problém. To je první věc. Chtěli jsme oslovit co největší 

publikum. To znamená, že pokud chceme být relevantní, tak to potřebujeme vydávat v 

angličtině. Ten lokální trh je samozřejmě strašně malý. Spíš to vnímám, že to publikum 

tady na Slovensku nemáme. Ani v Čechách výrazně. Spíš ho máme v zahraničí.  

Ondřej: Mohl byste nějak charakterizovat vizuální jazyk, který Backstage Talks využívá?  

Martin Jenca: Nevím … Charakterizoval bych ho jako relevantní vůči našemu publiku, 

které se snažíme oslovit a téměř bych, že celé to je jakoby víc o obsahu. Ta forma má 

sice blíže k běžnému provedení, ale to se snažíme v každém čísle vylepšit. Máto 

kombinovat dva světy. Jeden svět je ten odborný, byznysový a druhý je spíš ten výtvarný, 

ten pěkný, ten umělecký. To bych řekl, že se nám daří. Kombinovat tu krásu s odborností.  

Ondřej: Říkal jste, že vaše studio Milk, není jen vydavatelem časopisu, ale zároveň stojí i 

za konferencí Design Conference. Zajímalo by mě, jestli ta redakce oddělena od zbytku 

studia. 

Martin Jenca: Ne. Začali jsme jako samotné studio. To znamená, že první a druhé číslo 

vzniklo, tak, že to bylo vytvořen uvnitř studia a designér, který je designoval pracoval v 

tu dobu také na jiných projektech. Editor, který zeditoval texty fungoval i jako editor na 

jiných projektech. Ale aktuálně se ta redakce skládá z třech lidí. To je šéfredaktor, což 

jsem já, exekutivní editor, což je Zuzana Kvetková a je designer Martin. Tihle tu byli už 



od začátku u každého čísla. Ty role máme jasně rozdělené. Já se starám o tu vizi, 

kurátorský přístup a o „direction“ rozhovorů. Zuzka se stará, aby ty rozhovory byly 

hotové. Martin se stará o ten výsledný design. Plus ještě máme spolupracovníky, kteří 

jsou jakoby volní. To jsou takový, nazývejme to editory, kteří pomáhají do editovávat 

texty. Potom tu jsou editoři, kteří texty opravují. Dále si najímáme ilustrátory, ale to 

nevnímám jako část redakce. To máme random. Teď je ta redakce v podstatě oddělena 

od Milku. Jedině já jsem tam jako zástupce Milku. Jako šéfredaktor. Zároveň to vnímám 

jako samostatný projekt. Samostatně to vedeme a je to v podstatě klient Milku. Jak 

editor, tak designér jsou aktuálně mimo Milk.  

Ondřej: Dobře. Ještě by mě zajímalo, jestli existujou v Backstage Talks nějaký opencally. 

Je do časopisu možné přispívat úplně externě? 

Martin Jenca: Je to možné, ale nevyhledáváme to. To znamená, že když se objeví někdo, 

kdo nám napíše, že „líbí se nám časopis, píšu takové a takové věci, chtěl bych něco 

publikovat“ a pokud splňuje naše kvality, tak to uděláme. Ale udělali jsem to asi jen 

dvakrát. Většinou to chci mít ve vlastní režii. Dopisů nám chodí hodně, ale neodpovídají 

kvalitě, kterou chceme. To znamená, že ty obsahy, které tam jsou a kterých bude v 

novém čísle víc. Myslím tím eseje. Tak na ty si my vybíráme toho, koho tam chceme mít. 

Ale když někdo napíše, tak se nám musí líbit a musí hodnotově, tematicky a odborně 

vyhovovat. Potom s ním můžeme dále spolupracovat.  

Ondřej: Já bych se ještě vrátil na začátek k designu časopisu. Jak ten výsledný design 

vznikl a k jeho pravidelný obměně? 

Martin Jenca: Vznikl tak, že jsme si chtěli na začátek vytvořit vlastní značku. To znamená, 

že jsme si definovali vizuál, který reprezentuje časopis. To je takový ten typografický 

přístup. Stratos je font, který využíváme a které je charakteristické pro Backstage Talks. 

Obměna přichází každý rok. To znamená, že se k tomu snažíme přistupovat evolučně. 

To, co je pro nás charakteristické se snažme zachovat a část věcí se snažíme vylepšit. 

První tři čísla si jsou velmi podobné a byly tam jakoby drobné obměny. Spíš bych to 

nazýval vylepšením. Snažili jsem se zlepšovat celý proces vzniku časopisu. Čtvrté číslo 

bylo výrazný „push“ dopředu. To jsme se nažili změnit přístup. Chtěli jsme na obálku 

dostat nějaký názor. Nejen co je obsahem časopisu, ale i něco, co si opravdu myslíme. 



Teď s pátým číslem s tím chceme pokračovat. To znamená, že tam bude výrazný od toho 

designu prvního čísla, ale stále pracujeme s jednotlivými elementy. Je to spíš evoluce, 

než re-design.  

Ondřej: Zajímalo by mě, jaké publikační nástroje používáte při tvorbě časopisu? 

Martin Jenca: My pracujeme tak, že si neděláme flatplán. To neřešíme. Používáme 

Google Drive, kde jsou skladované všechny dokumenty, všechny rozhovory a všechny 

data. A samozřejmě používáme InDesign a to je v podstatě všechno, co používáme. 

Pokud potřebujeme cokoliv editovat, tak je to v Adobe. Phoshop, Illustrator apod. Ale to 

primární je InDesign. Díky tomu, že ten tým, který to dělá je malý, tak ani nepotřebujeme 

řešit sdílení dokumentů apod.  

Ondřej: Využíváte i jiné platformy pro šíření obsahu, než je tištěné médium? A pokud 

ano, liší se nějakým způsobem obsah na těch ostatních platformách? 

Martin Jenca: Aktuálně žádné nevyužíváme. Vůbec. To znamená, že aktuálně nemáme 

ani sociální sítě ani nic podobné.  

Ondřej: Vím, že jste to už na začátku zmiňoval, ale jakouže má Backstage Talks 

periodicity?  

Martin Jenca: Vydává se jednou ročně. Plánujeme to změnit, aby to bylo dvakrát do roka 

s tím, že jedno vydání bude takové, jaké bylo doposud – koláž interviews a druhé by mělo 

být tematicky zaměřené. To znamená, že to budou interview pouze na jedno téma. Já 

nevím. Třeba mobilita nebo gastro byznys.  

Ondřej: V jakým nákladu časopis vychází?  

Martin Jenca: 2000 kusů. S tím, že třetí číslo vyšlo v nákladě 5000 tisíc kusů. To jsme měli 

partnerství se Stack Magazine z UK, kdy nás oni distribuovali do jejich sítě.  

Ondřej: Když už jste se zmínil o té distribuci, tak bych se rád zeptal, jakým způsobem 

časopis distribuujete?  

Martin Jenca: Aktuálně, doteď jsme distribuovali prostřednictvím vlastního e-shopu a 

oslovujeme přímo prodejce, kteří časopis následně prodávají. Tzn. obchody, které si to 

od nás kupují. Při posledním čísle jsme také oslovili distributora pro UK a s novým číslem 



budeme mít distributora na všechny státy. Obchody si tedy budou kupovat magazín přes 

distributora napřímo.  

Ondřej: Máte nějaký cíl, kam byste chtěli magazín dostat, co se týče distribuce? 

Martin Jenca: V dalším čísle budeme se Stack mít opět spolupráci, takže tam si tyto 

vztahy udržujeme. Co se týká takových těch základních, kultovních magazínových 

obchodech, jako je Do you read me?! Anebo Undercover v Lisabonu anebo MagCulture 

v Londýně, tak tam už všude jsme. To byl můj cíl. Dostat se do vysloveně kultovních 

magazínových obchodů, kam to magaznový „freaci“ chod nakupovat, takže to se nám 

podařilo. Teď se snažíme dostat k širšímu publiku a já bych byl rád, abychom se dostali 

do komerčnější síti v UK a Německu. Aby si nás člověk mohl koupit v knihkupectví anebo 

na stánku. S tím, že bych se chtěl víc dostat do Ameriky a do Austrálie. Tam máme hodně 

objednávek. Je extrémně drahé jim to tam posílat, ale vidím tam velký potenciál. S tím 

by nám měl pomoc ten distributor.  

Ondřej: Na závěr by mě zajímalo, jaká je cena magazínu a jakým způsobem časopis 

financuje. 

Martin Jenca: Cena je 12 euro, aktuálně. S dalším číslem se cena zvýší na 16 nebo 18. To 

jsme se ještě nerozhodli. Znásobili jsme počet stran, a to pak finančně nevychází. Jinak 

financuje se to z prodeje, inzerce a vlastních zdrojů, z Milku, ze studia. Aktuálně to samo 

na sebe nedokáže vydělat. My nenabíháme inzerentům, takže u nás inzerují pouze ty, 

kteří na nás narazili. Snaha je, aby Milk nic nepokrýval a časopis si na sebe sám vydělal, 

což je možné, že se nám to prostřednictvím distribuce podaří. S tím, že distribuuje tak, 

že 40 % zůstane nám a zbytek jde distributorovi a tomu prodejci. Takže z 18 euro bychom 

dostali 8. S tím že náklady s posledním číslem vycházeli na 3,40 euro. To znamená, že je 

tam zhruba 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Přepis rozhovoru – Rajon 
 

Ondřej: Co stálo za rozhodnutím vydávat časopis Rajon? 

Richard Bakeš: My jsme tady měli takovej klastr galerií na Praze 7, někdy před deseti lety. 

Říkali jsme si, že bychom mohli vydávat noviny, který by jako byly pro Prahu 7 a který by 

se právě zabývaly uměním, designem, architekturou a vlastně čímkoliv, co se týče 

kultury. No, to byl prvotní nápad. Pak jsme začali dávat dohromady první číslo. A to první 

číslo se celé věnovalo jenom lokální scéně Holešovic. Proto se to jmenuje Rajon, protože 

Holešovice jsou náš Rajon, Praha 7 a hlavně teda Letná. Ty galerie se všechny 

prezentovaly, tak sídlili všechny vlastně tady. Dohromady to dávaly tři galerie: Modla, 

Laboratirio, to je už zrušený, Modla je taky zrušená a Berlínskej model. Tyhlety tři galerie 

vlastně poskytly prostor k prezentaci dalších galerií a postupně tam byly další rozhovory, 

a to i třebfora se zahraničníma kurátorama, ale to první číslo mělo být tady o 

Holešovicích. Tak to vzniklo. 

Ondřej: Kdybyste nějak charakterizoval to tematický zaměření časopisu, který teď 

vydáváte? Myslím tím to aktuální tematický zaměření. 

Richard Bakeš: To aktuální … Já jsem už to minulý číslo věnoval současným tendencím ve 

výtvarným uměním. Což byl teď hodně post-internet a tak. Už to tak trochu byly politický 

věci a třeba tam byl rozhovor se Simonem Dennym, který je jako jeden z nejznámějších 

lidí, kteří začali dělat post-internet. Potom to vlastně přešlo do nějakýho úplně jinýho 

směru, ale vlastně jako Simon Denny dělá věci, který jsou politický. Není to vyloženě 

trendy věc, kterou potom začali všichni opakovat, ale on s tím začal, a to byl třeba 

stěžejní rozhovor toho čísla. Takže tam jsem začal směřovat jako do nějakýho politična, 

protože jsem dlouho dělal politický umění, jako deset let. Takže mám blízko k 

politickýmu umění. To číslo předchozí směřovalo do politiky, už to vlastně vůbec nebylo 

lokální. Bylo to woldwide celý. Vlastně z lokálního jsem tam měl už jen vlastně 

architekturu. Předtim tam taky byla občas zmíněná architektura. Často reflektovala 

nějakej lokální problém. Třeba tam byla mapa zajímavejch baráků na Letný. Takže jsi 

mohl chodit s tim časákem a hledat zajímavý baráky na Letný. No ale, ale to poslední 

číslo, abych se k tomu dostal to jsem už chtěl, aby se tak úplně netýkalo výtvarnýho 



umění, ale aby to vlastně bylo politický. Tohleto číslo se zabývá budoucností, ekologií, 

ale hlavně budoucností. Proto tam je rozhovor o ekofuturismu, pak je tam rozhovor s 

Timothy Mortnem, což je zásadní postava současnosti filozofická, alespoň pro mě teda. 

Tohleto číslo už vlastně není rajon jako Praha 7, ale vlastně rajon jako celý svět. From 

local to global. Už jsem to vlastně celý zmiňoval. Původně to mělo být vlastně noviny 

tady pro lidi z Letný . Tady je hodně umělců anebo různých lidí, kteří píšou o umění a tak. 

Trochu se to zvrhlo a já už tam vůbec to lokální nedávám. Už mi to nepřijde zajímavý. Je 

to vlastně trochu divný. Celý to je o tom, že je to hlavně můj výběr. Snažím se být 

objektivní, ale ten výběr je prostě subjektivní. Morton a podobně mě prostě zajímá. 

Takže to chci sdělovat. Současný umění je dnes často strašně vyprázdněný, takže psát o 

něm je vlastně ztráta času. Alespoň pro mě. 

Ondřej: Když teda navážu na tu globalitu. Proč jste se rozhodli vydávat časopis v česko-

anglický podobě? 

Richard Bakeš: To je právě ono! Právě poslední dvě čísla. V tom předposledním něco bylo 

anglicky a něco jsem dával na web anglicky, ale to úplně poslední číslo, to jsem právě dal 

schválně dvojjazyčný, protože jsem chtěl, respektive chtěl jsem distribuci do zahraničí a 

tu jsem měl dohodnutou u kamarádu, kteří mají Kreutzberg Pavillon. To je taky takovej 

project space. Něco jako Berlínskej model. Je to politický a jsou to levičáci a dělali tam 

zajímavý festivaly s politickým směřováním. A sami jsou neziskovka. Takže ty mi to 

distribuujou v Berlíně. V dnešní době je potřeba, aby to bylo v angličtině. Jinak to nemá 

vůbec žádnej dopad. Ale vůbec žádnej! Praha je malá a mimo Prahu to nikoho moc 

nezajímá. Co si budem povídat. 

  



Ondřej: A proč jste se vůbec rozhodli vydávat Rajon v papírový podobě? 

Richard Bakeš: No já jsem grafik, takže jsem dělal svého času dost v lidovkách, 

hospodářkách v Reflexu, v Respektu a měl jsem plný zuby toho, že to musím dělat tak, 

jak mi to někdo říká. Takže jsme si začali dělat ten design sami. Tak jak chceme. Bez 

pravidel, a hlavně bez reklam. Celý ten časopis už od začátku funguje tak, že tam nejsou 

žádný reklamy. Já jsem prostě grafik. Ten kolega, co to se mnou začal dělat, to první číslo, 

tak ten je taky grafik.  

Ondřej: Když jsem u toho grafickýho designu, tak jak vlastně vznikl? Dochází k jeho 

pravidelný obměně? 

Richard Bakeš: Ne. No my jsem jako … právě že dochází, ale to gro, jako je ten layout je 

danej už od začátku. Ten vznikl společně. Používá se stejnej font, stejný titulky a stejný 

zalomení článků. Ale ze začátku to ještě bylo tak, že jsem se o tom pobavili, ale pak jsem 

to ještě dávali nějakýmu grafikovi, kterej to přejel v uvozovkách. Třeba Kubát to přejel 

tak, že to celý vzal a udělal tam zakreslení toho, jak když šéfredaktor v novinách vždycky 

píše: „Tak tady by měla být reklama.“ Nebo řekne „Moc vyzývavá fotka, vyměnit za 

reklamu.“ Kubát se vlastně stal naším šéfredaktorem, a to bez našeho vědomí a poslal 

nám zpátky pdf vyexportovaný, kde prostě byly zásahy šéfredaktora. On ale žádnej 

šéfredaktor nebyl. Tak tohle byl vlastně první zásah, kterej tam byl. Pak tam třeba něco 

dělal Šrámek. Pak tam byla The Rodina. Ty taky přejeli celý číslo takovou 3D vlnou. My 

jsme vždycky vzali ten hotovej časopis a dali jsem ho třetí osobě, která to „přejela.“ Což 

u těch posledních dvou čísel už nebylo, protože to dalo tak moc práce … To jsem už dělal 

sám jako editor, jako grafik, jako produkce. Prostě všechno. Takže jsem už neměl sílu 

ještě někoho organizovat, aby to někdo udělal. Takže ty poslední dvě čísla jsem si udělal 

sám.  

Ondřej: Ještě k tomu formátu. Proč jste si zvolili formát A3? 

Richard Bakeš: Ony to mělo být původně noviny, jenže mi jsme zjistili, že v tý době, před 

deseti lety bylo těžký sehnat tiskárnu, která to vytiskne na novinový papír. To se tiskne z 

rolí ve velkým nákladu. My jsme potřebovali jenom malej náklad. Třeba 500–1000 kusů. 

V tý době jsem prostě nesehnali vhodnou tiskárnu, která by to levně vytiskla na novinový 

papír. Ten formát vznikl z toho, že to měly být původně noviny. V tý tiskárně, který jsme 



to zadali udělali chybu a omylem nám to vytiskly na offseťák, ale k tomu na lesklej. Když 

jsem to viděl poprvé, tak jsem si říkal že je to příšerný. To byl takovej ten lesklej papír, 

na kterej se tisknou letáky. Jako třeba na Lidl. No ale nakonec se nám to vlastně líbilo. 

To první číslo bylo na letákovej papír. Prostě jako letáky pro supermarkety.  

Ondřej: A to už bylo ve formátu A3? 

Richard Bakeš: Jo, to už bylo od začátku. Ale jak říkám. Ta velikost vznikla proto, že to 

měly být noviny. Vlastně jsem se k tomu dostali kvůli technologickej problémům. Ty 

poslední čísla jsou na nejlevnější papír. Na matnej akorát. Není to žádnej drahej papír.  

Ondřej: V Rajonu jsou velkoformátový obrazový ilustrace. Proč jste se rozhodli je tam 

dávat: Hrajou nějakou roli v tom časopisu? 

Richard Bakeš: No, tam jsou fotky. Tak je to součást designu asi. To jako nemá žádnej 

význam, než aby ten layout dohromady fungoval. Je to prostě design. Nemá to žádnej 

jinej význam.  

Ondřej: Teď bych se chvilku pobavil o galerii Berlínskej model. Řekl byste mi něco o ní a 

v jakým vztahu je k Rajonu? 

Richard Bakeš: My jsme galerie, která funguje 10 let. Byla založena jako nekomerční a 

stále je. Koncept galerie je, že je každou středu vernisáž, což teď už není, protože jsem 

unavenej. Dřív to bylo tak, že každou středu v roce byla vernisáž a zároveň to byla 

dernisáž. Koncept byl, že je to vernisáž a dernisáž zároveň a že je od 19:00 třeba do 

půlnoci nebo do jedný. Občas tam byly taky koncerty a k tomu je tam ještě malej bar. 

Takže je to zároveň social meeting point. Scházej se tam lidi kolem umění. Snažili jsme 

se do toho zapojit taky locals, ale ty to vlastně moc nezajímá. Jednou přijdou a když 

zjistěj, že se tam nemaj s kym bavit, takž už nepřijdou. Dřív jsme fungovali víc a bylo to 

tak, že každou středu byla vernisáž / dernisáž a ještě do toho musel umělec uvařit. Teď 

se to zvrhlo, že už vaří kde kdo, takže jsem teď to vaření dost upozadil. Ale v tý době, 

před těma deseti lety nikdo neměl offspace a nikdo nevařil a nikdo ani neměl galerii, kde 

by měl bar. U nás vernisáže jsou spíš mejdan. 

Ondřej: A v jakým vztahu je ta galerie k časopisu?  



Richard Bakeš: Původně ten časopis byl náš společnej pro všechny okolní galerie. Ty ale 

postupně zanikly. Teď tu jsou nový galerie. Nakonec to dopadlo tak, že to dělám jenom 

já. Děláme to, protože chci především sdělit nějakej politickej názor, kterej se teď z 

umění často vytrácí. Za druhý, je to propagace naší galerie v zahraničí. Teďka, teda to 

poslední číslo určitě. 

Ondřej: Takže ten časopis reflektuje to, co se odehrává v Berlínskym modelu? 

Richard Bakeš: Politicky jo, ale obsahově máme třeba jednu stranu věnovanou 

Berlínskýmu modelu, tam máme třeba dvě výstavy a zbytek je pak věnovanej cizím 

galeriím a projektům.  A teď hlavně dvou rozhovorům, který jsou stěžejní politicky. Já 

teď upozaďuju umění, a nakonec tam bude to umění něco jako ilustrace. Že to nakonec 

o těch výstavách vůbec nebude. Mě to už vlastně nezajímá. Málokterá výstava je dobrá. 

Málokterá se věnuje tomu, co mě zajímá. Teďka ve výsledku to je v podstatě hlásná 

trouba mých názorů a názorů galerie. Ale zároveň to je její propagace.  

Ondřej: Existuje nějaká stálá redakce časopisu? 

Richard Bakeš: Ne ne ne. Stálá ne. Já vždycky pracuju s nějakejma korektorama, 

spolupracuju s fotografama a spolupracuju s píšícíme. Třeba teď s Ondřejem Trhoněm 

nebo Vít Bohal, viz v tom posledním čísle. Prostě jsem jim napsal „Hele potřebuju 

rozhovor s Mortnem a že chci rozhovor o etnofuturismu“ no a prostě jsem to zadal a oni 

to vytvořili no.  

 

Ondřej: Máte opencally? Je možný přispívat do Rajonu externě?  

Richard Bakeš: Jo určitě je, ale nikdo mi nenapsal. Ono to je i tím, že jsem občasník. Ty 

první ročníky byly docela častý, ale teď už to dělám jednou za rok. Ono to stačí.  

Ondřej: Když už jsme u toho, tak moje další otázka byla, jakou má Rajon periodicitu? 

Richard Bakeš: Teď je to právě občasník, ale snažím se to udělat jednou za rok. 

Ondřej: A zatím vyšlo kolik čísel? 

Richard Bakeš: šest, asi. Někdo to vyšlo, někdy zase ne, ale snažím se to držet tak, aby 

ho mali pořád lidi v povědomí.  



Ondřej: Jaký publikační nástroje využíváte při vytváření časopisu? 

Richard Bakeš: InDesign. Jak jsem říkal. Pracuju jako grafik a já nepoužívám žádný 

opensource nástroje.  

Ondřej: A ještě s něčím kromě InDesignu? 

Richard Bakeš: No v celým Adobe. Illustrator, Photoshop … 

Ondřej: Existuje Rajon i v jiný, než v tištěný podobě? 

Richard Bakeš: Ne. Jako máme blok, ale ten ani nijak nevedu. Podle mě to má smysl 

papírově. Na blok jsem dával rozhovor původně v angličtině, takže třeba tak jsem to 

využil. 

Ondřej: Takže ten blok nerozšiřoval a ani teď nerozšiřuje obsah Rajonu? 

Richard Bakeš: Ne ne ne. Ten blok je takovej hybernující. Občas tam ěnco dám, ale spíš 

ne.  

Ondřej: Jakým způsobem se Rajon distribuuje? 

Richard Bakeš: Rajon máme v Národní galerii, v PageFive a pak ho máme v tom 

Kreutzberg Pavillon v Berlíne a pak je hlavně v Berlínskym modelu. Tam ho máme jako 

takovej dárek pro návštěvníky.  

Ondřej: Jenom ještě podotknu, že je Rajon zdarma.  

Richard Bakeš: Jakou zkoušeli jsme nějaký testy, že jsme ho prodávali třeba za dvacku 

nebo za padesát korun, ale od toho jsme nakonec úplně opustili.  Ukázalo se, že si Češi 

radši koupěj pivo, než časopis. To, že je to zdarma, tak je to pro všechny jednodušší. I 

pro ty Němce, kteří by to museli kasírovat … Je to jednodušší a hlavně sympatičtější.  

Ondřej: Jak se teda celej časopis financuje? 

Richard Bakeš: Z grantů.  

Ondřej: Z jakých grantů? 

Richard Bakeš: Z Ministerstva kultury. 

 



Ondřej: A to pokreje veškerý výdaje? 

Richard Bakeš: My to máme tak, že já dávám honoráře píšícím, konečně. Sobě honorář 

nedávám no a největší budget je na tisk. To je asi 26 000 bez DPH za 1000 kusů. To jsem 

ještě dohodnul slevu s jednou tiskárnou, která si tam chce udělat reklamu, jakože dělá 

pro umělecký kruhy. Pro ně to je pěkná reklama, ale musim říct, že i oni to udělali pěkně. 

A mě dali šílenou slevu. Asi 10 000.  

Ondřej: Jen abych si to ještě ujasnil, Vy jste teda jediná součást redakce. Na Vás ten 

časopis stojí a i padá. 

Richard Bakeš: Teď jo no.  

Ondřej: Máte nějaký výhledy do budoucna, co byste s Rajonem chtěl dělat? 

Richard Bakeš: Já bych ho chtěl hlavně udržet v týhle rovině jednou za rok. Výhledy s tim 

moc nemám. Jako bylo by skvělý dostat 2 miliony a dělat jenom tohle. Rozjet 

celoevropskou distribuci. Ale na to nemám vůbec sílu, protože musím vydělávat peníze 

na nájem. Já dělám i ten Berlínskej model zadarmo. A to tam bylo už asi 300 výstav. A to 

na každou dělám speciální vizuál a speciální plakát. Mě to baví, a proto to dělám. To je 

celý. 

Transcription - 20 Seconds Magazine 

 

Ondřej: The first question is: what were your intention when you started 20 Seconds 

magazine?   

Daniel Melfi: I think, the intentions kind of stand from a mixture of passion about certain 

number of subjects that I found worth being covered in enough depth. Simultaneously 

this satisfaction with the way that I felt people are approaching the stories in general. I 

was mentioning to you, I was writing for many music magazines and websites and I 

always felt like the things were following the function a little bit too much. I felt like a lot 

of websites were kind of tailoring the content. You were talking about post-digital age. I 

am not sure exactly what that means but for a lot of people it is related to an internet 

or digital response and this really fucks up the way how you are presenting the content. 



Because people are staying not a long time on an page, it is statistically proven. It not 

only affects what you present but also how you present it. In terms of your writing, how 

many characters on page and how much people have to scroll, how ling do you expect 

them to stay on the page. And so, I slowly start to get more interested in printed media 

also in my own work as a journalist for other media like Borshch Magazine. Another part 

of it was that I felt that there is a brought rage of subject matters that actually not ever 

put into a book or magazine and it appears to me very often to be very music oriented 

especially dance music like Mixmag, you know. Or exclusively some type of art. When I 

was thinking about to starting my own magazine and talking to my friends and my 

colleagues, they all shared the same interest to explore new topics. This were one of my 

main intentions to kind of present content of a certain brad and certain communal form 

that I’ve been feeling I want to show. 

Ondřej: How would you describe the topics that is 20 seconds magazine focusing on? Is 

it also in correlation with your intentions?  

Daniel Melfi: I think so because they way how we generally approaching stories is that 

of focusing exclusively on what it is they’re doing, we are also focusing on why they’re 

doing it.  For example, I was interview a film maker and instead talking so much about 

his method of cinematography or his editorial approach I was talking about the 

philosophy, about the spirituality. What is the basis of what he’s doing or what she is 

doing. And same goes on and on, in poetry or in photography or in music in sense all of 

the people are talking about an alternative sphere, usually there is a way how to find out 

the basic information about their practice somewhere else, you know. That’s why I think 

I take the opportunity to encourage the writers we are worked with.  I am trying to get 

back to the background behind that. Or the motivation.  

Ondřej:  Maybe you already said that but if you’ll have to describe somehow the concept 

of the magazine?  

Daniel Melfi: I think the concept of the magazine is really built on dialog. It might sound 

obvious, but it really is dialog in my opinion. It’s not just questions and answers. The 

energy is moving in both ways. In the sense that I hope that at the end of our 

conversation not only the team of 20 seconds learned something or covered something 



up. But also, the people I’ve been working with I gave them the opportunity to discover 

their practice in a new light.  

Ondřej: I’ve been speaking about alternative culture; do you think that 20 Second 

Magazine is a part of any community or movement?  

Daniel Melfi: I was thinking about this question a lot when you posted it. I am not sure 

if it is as simply to say that part of for example: free jazz listening community in Berlin or 

to say that we are part of the DIY noise community. I would say if anything, we are part 

of community of people who are asking questions. Part of the community that are 

comfortable with the fact there are not really any answers in the definitive way. And I 

think this is really what unite all these disciplines together.  

Ondřej: About the city, about Berlin. Do you think that Berlin has important role in what 

you just said?  

Daniel Melfi: Yea I think it plays a big role because although we travel a lot to make a 

magazine. We are always all over the place: Paris or New York or Toronto. I think what I 

enjoyed the most is that Berlin very often can be a place where people are comfortable 

and challenging each other ideas and asking tough questions. And I think, it has a lot to 

do with the fact there is so much movement. It’s really rare for things not to happen in 

Berlin. Even if they might originate somewhere else it is kind of a big city on the 

international cultural map. So a lot of the people are given the chance to present their 

work and idea here. And I think there is a group of creative people who are well educated 

in what they like or don’t like or have been just given the opportunity to see many things 

and I think this resolved in interesting conversations. And people have something to say 

often. So I think, this is the biggest part of being here in Berlin. This idea that it’s quite 

diverse and it’s always changing, and people are willing to have challenging 

conversations.  

  

Ondřej: Speaking about community and diversity of Berlin, do you think there is a 

magazine community? 



Daniel Melfi: I think that I have never been in London but other than in London, it seems 

to me that Berlin is one of the epicenters of magazine making. I am always running 

around Europe and trying to see where the shops are, who is making what stuff and 

Berlin definitely seems to be a hotspot. There are a lot of magazines based here. I think 

there are more and more printing matter popping up. However I am not really sure if 

there is a community in the true sense of it. I am not sure that, at least in my experience, 

and we are definitely young. We have been around about year and a half. I do not think 

so there are any monthly magazine meet ups. Although I know a lot of people involved 

in similar projects. I can’t really say we meet up and discuss our work and exchanging 

ideas. This is something kind of hoping will change and perhaps eve conversation like 

these will give me more motivations to take an initiative. But I think that there are a lot 

of people doing it, but I am not sure if there is really a community around it.  

Ondřej: Is there any initiative that is trying to connect people who are making magazines 

in Berlin together? Or is it as you said just based on the shops?  

Daniel Melfi: I don’t really think that there is. I have not heart of it yet. In the statistical 

sense that if there were initiative gathering all magazine makers in Berlin that I would 

have heart of it because there can’t be that many, you know. I mean, can you imagine 

there are more than fifty? I doubt it. There can’t be more than 25 independent printed 

magazine makers in Berlin. Even that will be in my opinion a really good number. So it’s 

something I have been think about, until now I haven’t been really. The only relationship 

is that we are working together on projects or doing to the shops and seeing your 

friend’s magazine. But that’s already something! 

Ondřej: You said you have been around for a year and a half. Why did you decided to 

publish 20 Seconds Magazine printed? I found on your website “inspired by other 

publications proving that print is not dead.” Can you describe why you think that print is 

not dead? 

Daniel Melfi: It goes back to what I was telling you before about me being a writer in 

Berlin for few years. Working a lot with websites. The level of how you interact with the 

websites didn’t make any sense to me. You’re working so hard on something, you’re like 

going to places, spending time and you’re creating this interesting story with different 



perspectives and although it sits on the internet forever, nobody gives it any time. Books 

and magazines .. I read a lot of books and magazines. It can sit on my shelves for a year 

and no one touch it and one morning, all the sudden, I read the whole think.  This ability 

to reference content you have almost forgotten about and pick it up and read it and it’s 

from 2018 but it’s really relevant today, in 2020 on the brink of 2021, this is a very 

powerful thing to me. This also expends for example to other forms of tangible like books 

or records. I also run a record label here in Berlin and we press vinyl records and also, I 

collect vinyl records. I am very much a proponent of this tangible media. It’s not that I 

despite the internet but it doesn’t really resonate with me in the same way. Print is 

challenging bur rewarding process. Also, to get back to your second question / quote. I 

also wanted to contribute something to the grinder of dialog, you know. Intra 

publication dialog.  

Ondřej: So the name – 20 Seconds Magazine is a bit like joke, isn’t it?  

Daniel Melfi: It is a definitely a bit ironic. Our articles are definitely not 20 seconds 

matter. Sometimes after you read our article you are like “what the fuck?” how did we 

get from cinematography to amazon shamanism? So, it will maybe motivate you to read 

it again. Definitely one of our goals is that the content will get stuck somewhere in your 

brain. Hopefully raising interesting ideas and thoughts  

Ondřej: Are there any other platforms on which you’re having a content? If there is any 

platform, are you copying the content from the print version?  

Daniel Melfi: At the moment, we have nothing from the magazine on the internet, in 

terms of content like interviews or introductions, nothing at all. We have these few 

introductory text that you referenced to. Right now, we are completely print only and 

we really don’t have a plan to change that but one thing we do have on the internet is a 

sound piece for every issue. It’s in the back of the magazine. There is a little barcode and 

from there it’ll take you to Soundcloud, where we have Soundcloud page. That is kind of 

transcending the gap in my opinion between the internet and the page. It is only the 

page but without the technology you can’t do anything with that.  But if you are on the 

internet you’ll be able to get access to some other dimension that a print magazine can’t 

give you. Also photography from the magazine ends up on the internet. 



Ondřej: Are there any extensions of the magazine in the physical reality? Events, 

workshops, masterclasses etc.  

For the moment it’s been kind of restricted to just events. We launched our first issue in 

January, and we had a little event in Toronto. Like a launch party. And we had a launch 

party in Berlin in a Japanese style listening bar, which is also where we had an issue two 

launch party, just a few weeks ago. But for the moment, that’s all. We had plans to make 

a communal discussion and some public reading. But unfortunately, we had to post pone 

it because of the corona virus. We definitely have some intentions to do that. But for 

this moment, because of the obvious reason it can’t happen.  

Ondřej: You mention that you had a launch party in Berlin but also in Toronto. Does it 

mean that 20 Seconds Magazine is more decentralized?  

I think that Berlin is the headquarter. It’s also a place where most of our community is 

based in terms people who can contribute and in terms, I guess where I live. But 

otherwise we have contributors from all over the place and we like to the event in 

multiple places. I think the plan for the 20 Seconds magazine was never to be a medium 

just for people of Berlin. It was always supposed to be, maybe manufactured, and 

scrambled in Berlin but it’s a constellation from a lot of places. 

Ondřej:  Why did you decide to publish the magazine in English? 

Daniel Melfi: Yea, we decided to publish the magazine in English simply because it’s the 

language I work in. As  I mentioned, I am a journalist .. I speak by other languages. Some 

better but I really don’t write in other languages so English was the language I wanted 

to use. I suppose it is kind of obvious that in Europe, English is the communication 

language. Even if I wasn’t English speaker, it will probably be published in English 

anyway. I know there are few magazines in places like Germany or France or from Italy, 

from Switzerland. All these placed are publishing in English even though their mother 

tongue might be different so I think it plays a role in it , but we have always tried to give 

an opportunity to publish pieces in people’s original language and then translate it, if 

that situation arises. For example in our first issue, we had a contributor by Serbian poet  

Ivan Ivanac and we translated that and we ran both pieces besides each other so in 

Serbian Cyrillic and English. This is kind of my personal preference. 



Ondřej: So your mother tongue is actually English?   

Daniel Melfi: Yes. I am actually from Canada. 

Ondřej: So that’s the reason why Toronto. 

Daniel Melfi: Yeah, yea, exactly. Toronto is where I am from. Maybe you are confused a 

bit but I am not from Germany originally.  

Ondřej: Interesting. Do you think that the fact of you being an expat has an influence on 

how do you make the magazine?  

Daniel Melfi: Absolutely. I think it is impossible for anyone to separate the past 

experiences. It applies on the language and the way we present content etc. It is 

something that I really cherish about Berlin that you have this beautiful fusion of people 

coming from the south, the west, the east.  

Ondřej: Can you see any different between American and European independent 

magazine scene?  

Daniel Melfi: The first thoughts in my head that I am not really familiar with any Canadian 

alternative magazine scene. Even when I think about the big cities like Vancouver or 

Montreal, Toronto and when I think about United States , even there my experiences 

are further limited. I only think about one or two magazines. What I am trying to say. I 

am not sure it really affects my manufacturing or methods of reaction or methodology 

because of my alternative print experiences are European based. And over the few past 

years it was Berlin and in Europe in general when I get the sense of what is going on, 

what that meant. And when I go back to Canada, to Toronto I am not confronted with 

all of the stuff going on there because it seems in my view that there is only little going 

on in the regard. I think that Berlin plays much bigger role in it. You know, surrounded 

by magazines …  

Ondřej: How was the design created? Who is behind the concept? Do you change the 

design regularly?  

Daniel Melfi: We have out two issues and both are similar in terms of design. Almost 

nothing has been really changed in the terms of the structure in the first two issues. We 



don’t have any plans to change it even in the third issue. And I think that’s because we 

are happy with it and it’s providing the sense of spaciousness for the content in my 

opinion. And in terms of who’s behind the design, my colleague Matthew Liegghio who 

is behind the design. We shared the responsibility about the art direction, so we are kind 

of working on the process really intimately together. The design came up unconsciously 

Matthew and I are really good friends and I have been working with him on various 

things and we share a very similar aesthetic. We are influenced by swiss minimalism and 

very spacious Bauhaus style. On the space we’re playing with negative space. We have 

some literally empty pages in the magazine. These are some of our influences. 

Ondřej: What publishing tools do you use to create the magazine?  

Daniel Melfi: Matthew is using InDesign and I am working on Microsoft Word and we 

are using a lot of Google Drives because there is a lot of cross continental 

communication. And Google Hangouts to share screens and work together and we 

transfer to share files. That’s it actually! It doesn’t take many programs for our project.  

  

Ondřej: You already mentioned that the magazine is printed in Berlin. Was it hard to find 

a printing company that will suits your requirements?  

Daniel Melfi: We got the printing done by printing house called KOPA,  which is based in 

Kaunas, Lithuania. And the name of the paper we’re using is Gallery volume 300 gram, 

glossy on the cover and we have 105 gram, non-glossy for the insides. We found the 

printing house by searching in the back of other magazines. I also asked my friends and 

colleagues from the industry about their recommendations. From then on it was kind of 

easy.  

Ondřej: How many copies per issue do you make?  

Daniel Melfi: We print 1000 copies. 

Ondřej: Did the number of copies changer from the first issue? 

Daniel Melfi: No, we printed 1000 copies both times. 

Ondřej: Do you have permanent editorial staff? 



Daniel Melfi: I would say, the real permanent staff are Matthew and I and we have team 

of editors. It is volunteer based project because we are self-funded or crowdfunded. 

Mattew and I are the core team.  

Ondřej: And is it possible to contribute to the magazine “from the outside”? 

Daniel Melfi: Absolutely. We are always accepting ideas and submissions. We are always 

opened to have a dialog. The goal is just to keep growing.  

Ondřej: How do you finance the magazine? You’ve been speaking about crowdfunding 

and self-funding.  

Daniel Melfi: The first issue we successfully ran on Kickstarter campaign, which funded 

the first issue, all the expenses. And for the second issue, we received a little bit of 

financial support from an organization call Institute of Sound and Music here in Berlin. 

So the second issue was a combination of that support, a little bit leftover from the 

Kickstarter and profit from the magazine sales and the rest we self-funded.  

Ondřej: How much each issues cost?  

Daniel Melfi: We sell it for 18 Euro and it depends on if you buy it personally or in a shop. 

Because normally many shops take something between 30-50%. The cost of the 

magazine to make is around 4.50 Euro. If we sell it on our online shop we have much 

bigger margin than if we sell it in a brick and wall shop  

Ondřej: How do you distribute the magazines? 

Daniel Melfi: Mainly, we are self-distributing most of it. We also work with a company 

called MOTTO. We worked with them on the first issue but we won’t work them on the 

next issue because I wasn’t really satisfied with the service they were giving us. Running 

independent magazines is like running a record label or any other independent media. 

Sometimes it’s hard to get the money from the people back.  

Ondřej: Do you have any goals or visions?   

Daniel Melfi: I think our main goal is to keep contributing something interesting and 

something that we can build upon and to keep exploring an ideas that really matter for 

us. 



Transcription – Borshch Magazine 

Ondřej: What were your intention when starting Borshch Magazine? 

Mariana Berezovska:  Yea, we started Borshch at 2017. There was a pre-launch in April 

2017 and then we have an official launch in Berlin in May 2017. We started to work on 

it like a half year before and the intention was to create music magazine that has the 

aesthetics we like, visually. We always wanted to make something deeper about making 

music and not just about DJ culture which is often in another music magazine about the 

electronic music scene. There are some music publications in Berlin which are cool and 

have a long history but it wasn’t how I would like to make a magazine. I was looking for 

different kind o people who would make the magazine with me. I connected with Tiago 

who is specialized in printed media and we talked a little bit about the idea and he was 

like  “ok let’s try it.” So basically, to create the publication with the aesthetics we both 

like and we and in other publications like art or report style magazine. We wanted to 

have this in the music scene as well. 

Ondřej: You already said that but maybe If you can tell me a little bit deeper about what 

is the magazine’s field o interest? Or was there the intention to make the magazine 

differently than other music magazines? 

Mariana Berezovska: Our intention wasn’t to be different, you know. That wasn’t our 

intention. The intention was to create something that we like and we completely relate 

to and that was missing, kind of. But the intention wasn’t just to fill the gap or to be 

super super different. We had a vision and as a writer, I wouldn’t really say that there 

was something there was going on at that time was really you know, I would say this is 

amazing in the music industry and I want to create that. The focuses are also … It’s an 

interesting question because it has been three years and I think only now I can answer 

the question. We called from the beginning Magazine Borshch is magazine or electronic 

music on and beyond the dance floor. And I think with more we develop it gets beyond 

the dance floor. When we started we wanted to have a combination of DJs and music 

producers but then we realized that it really makes much more sense to speak about 

music production. It’s much more interesting, much more diverse and … yea, that makes 

sense much more. 



  

Ondřej: Why do you publish Borshch Magazine printed? 

Mariana Berezovska: Yea, that is another question that is a good one. I am a writer and 

Tiago is a graphic designer. The print is our medium. Tiago is specialized in print. He has 

been going some books but he never really made a magazine, so it was also kind of a 

challenge. I think we really just relate to culture o print magazines. We do realize that 

it’s not the most sustainable and not the most profitable, these thinks are really 

understandable but at the same time it’s a really nice challenge to create something that 

is timeless, you know. This is something we always keep in mind with print. First of all, 

fascination with print as a medium but then also thinking o how to last long.  

Ondřej: Why did you decide to publish the magazine in English? 

Mariana Berezovska: To have a wider audience. So people from everywhere can read it.  

Ondřej: And it’s only in English? 

Mariana Berezovska: Yes, it’s only in English.  

Ondřej: Is each issue thematically focused?  

Mariana Berezovska: Yeam this is something we started from issue No. 3 when we have 

Jeff Mills as a guest editor and it just happened that way that he had very specific interest 

about future of electronic music. We start to think about this and speculate on this and 

that we said: “ok that is interesting because that was never really have been done in 

music magazines before.” Not that I know. I’ve haven’t been in this zine scene or such a 

long time o I actually don’t know if it wasn’t here before but definitely it’s not usual to 

make it. So basically, since the third issue, now he has fifth, sixth and seventh is coming 

up. So it has been four issues that have some theme. It kind o lose, it’s not that strict. 

The third one was about speculations about electronic music. The first one was the so-

called “Sound mind” so it’s about mental connections to the process of making music, 

mental states and about mental health. Issue No. 5 was called “Dark issue.” It’s about 

dark music and why people receive it as dark and whether it should exist at all. We also 

tried to contradict the state in a way. 



Ondřej: Music magazines one of the traditional magazine’s genre. Do you have some 

magazine which inspired you to create Borshch Magazine? 

Mariana Berezovska: We did a lot of research, although I think it’s not that much 

compare to …. Yea, probably we should do more research at the beginning. But no, not 

a concrete magazine. There are some magazines I like a lot but they aren’t music 

magazines. I really like how they are structured, the topics and research and this is what 

inspires me. How different people approach different topics. The magazine for me is also 

to take some topic that everybody knows or at least heart and making different formats. 

A lot o new magazines are coming up now but from more traditional ones, I think are 

been doing great and still going great is 032C. This is something that is for me very, very 

inspiring, also not just because o the print but also because of the community they 

created around themselves. But yea, it’s a fashion magazine, it’s not really comparable 

to us. But I like the idea o creating a community about the magazine. I am not sure who 

said that but: “Nowadays, magazines can’t be just a print publication, it has to be a 

movement.” This is something I keep in my mind.  

Ondřej: Speaking of which, do you feel being part of some community or movement in 

Berlin? 

Mariana Berezovska: We are super connected to the music electronic scene and some 

venues that are very interesting for us. But we don’t feel like a part of an artist scene, I 

won’t say so. That’s not really my scene. But I also wouldn’t say that we are part of an 

independent magazine scene. We have done some festival and stuff but I don’t think we 

feel connected to them. No.  

Ondřej: You’re saying than in Berlin, there is an independent magazine scene. Can you 

describe the scene? 

Mariana Berezovska:  I mean it’s not in Berlin. There are some publishers, I mean we 

know some publishers. We are being in touch with some of the editors but it’s not 

anything regular, you know. There is some new kind of zine that is coming out and I know 

people rom there. Writers, mostly. I wouldn’t say we are part of magazine scene or that 

we are a very strong part of the music scene either.  

Ondřej: Are there any extensions of Borshch Magazine into physical reality? 



Mariana Berezovska: Yea. So the extension of Borshch Magazine is that we are 

organizing launch event. Every time we have a new issue we have a music program and 

presentation o the magazine. Our last event was dedicated to the last issue but it wasn’t 

a launch, it was separated big event and we had artists from the magazine playing there. 

It was a pretty big event in Berlin. We want to make it more concerts and less party. Yea, 

this is the extension. We also do a couple of lectures and workshops as well on music 

writing, music journalism and also publishing.  

  

Ondřej: Are there any other platforms which are sharing magazine content? 

Mariana Berezovska: We have our website and we do the preview of the printed articles 

there. Then we publish also new content there. We have Soundcloud and we have a 

series of mixes which I love. It’s always well-curated from our site. It was always some 

story behind it, what is going on and things like this. Sometimes we do photostory for 

our website. So it’s also connected to our aesthetic.  

Ondřej: And is the content of each platform different? Are you copying printed version 

content? 

Mariana Berezovska: We have an archive. There are the articles a bit edited. They are a 

bit shorter. Then we always have a preview of the current issue. Like a preview of the 

articles and pictures. Yea.  

Ondřej: Let’s get to the design of the magazine. How is the magazine designed and who 

stands behind it?  

Mariana Berezovska: So it’s me and Tiago. We do the creative direction together and I 

do editing and Tiago do the design. So he does art direction and design so it’s him. 

Sometimes we collaborate with someone else. Sometimes just on some details of the 

print. Now we have the new issue with the artistic typography coming up. We have also 

a very specific approach to photography. We kind of crystalized the reporting style. So 

we don’t do any setups. So this is also I think quite unique for a music magazine. No big 

production, no big setups.  

Ondřej: Does each issue has a different format? Do you change it regularly? 



Mariana Berezovska: No. We started with a small format. Then we made it a bit bigger. 

It was also because we were trying out things. With an issue with Jeff Mills we went big.  

And we kept the format. Some details usually change from issue to an issue.  

Ondřej: What publishing tools are you using to create Borshch Magazine? 

Mariana Berezovska: Tiago works in InDesign. We work a lot with PDF and stuff like 

Google Docs. I don’t do anything related to the design. I do all the text and then we 

select some pictures together and then we discuss the design when it’s in PDF format.  

Ondřej: Do you have permanent editorial staff? 

Mariana Berezovska: Well, I wouldn’t call it permanent. There are people who work with 

us all the time but basically, we are the editorial staff. We discuss which artist is good 

for us etc. So basically, it’s me and Tiago.  

Ondřej: Can you name or describe your positions in the magazine? 

Mariana Berezovska: I am the editor in chief and Tiago does art direction and graphic 

design. And basically, we both do editing at the end.  

Ondřej: Ok, and is it possible to contribute to the Borshch Magazine from the “outside”? 

Mariana Berezovska: Yea of course. It’s very possible and very welcome. We have some 

good experience but also not a that good experience. But I think it’s totally normal. We 

are very happy for contributions. But I would say we aren’t very flexible with the format. 

We have very specific direction and we tried to work towards the direction. If it works, 

we do it again. 

Ondřej: What is the periodicity of the Borshch Magazine? 

Mariana Berezovska: It’s bi-annual. Twice a year. 

Ondřej: How are you funding the medium? 

Mariana Berezovska: We invested our money at the beginning and then we just funding 

it from the sales. There is no external funding.  

Ondřej: And do you still have to fund the magazine from your pockets or does the sales 

covers all the costs? 



Mariana Berezovska: As I said. We invested in the first one and now, it’s covering its 

costs itself. But it’s not making any extra money. It’s basically from print to print.  

Ondřej: What is the production cost and what is the price of the magazine? 

Mariana Berezovska:  15 Euros is the price of the magazine. Production cost differs from 

issue to issue. 

Ondřej: And my last question is about distribution. How are you distributing the 

magazine? 

Mariana Berezovska: We have an online store and we have service who does the orders 

for us. So we the store ourselves and the service who sells our magazine so we don’t do 

it anymore as we do it at the beginning. Then we have bookstores where we have 

connections. We’ve done a couple of times with distributor and we still have one for 

Europe but establish a lot of connection ourselves. Because if you do it with the 

distributor it costs all the money. You don’t earn anything at all. It’s nice to be connected 

directly to the store but also it’s quite challenging to get payments back and stuff like 

that.  

Ondřej: Speaking about the shops, are the shops only in Berlin? Or do you distribute your 

magazine internationally? 

Mariana Berezovska: Internationally, yea.  

Ondřej: Do you have any visions of plans in the future with the magazine? 

Mariana Berezovska: Well a lot of plans. Definitely a lot of plans. We want to keep going. 

It’s a lot of fun. It’s really nice to see how people are getting more and more interested. 

We would like to have proper editorial staff. Even a small one but we want a proper 

team. And we don’t have an office so that would be ideal to have one. That would be a 

really great thing. Well, what else …  I would like to travel around cities, maybe countries 

with the magazine. To present it. Yea, we would like to grow.  

Ondřej: And one more thing. You and Tiago. What is your occupation? Instead of making 

the magazine. 



Mariana Berezovska: We both work fulltime. Tiago is freelancer and me basically the 

same. He is a graphic designer and art director. This is his job. Right now, I work in a 

communication agency also I am making a production of some magazines. But 

otherwise, I did some PR and communication in an artist studio or two years and now I 

am doing in the communication agency.  

 

 

 

Interview DIK Fagazine 

 

Ondřej: What were your intentions when starting DIK Fagazine? 

Karol: I was running a small zine even in primary school, then I was running one in high 

school. And in high school it was more tutorial themes, photographers... So I was always 

into that kind of medium. And then when I went to study painting at the Academy of 

Fine Arts, at some moment I felt like I would really like to have an independent art 

magazine but it was the same moment I was planning officially my artistic coming out, 

so I felt it would be interesting to mix both of these and to make an art magazine which 

was focusing on queer topics. So I started thinking more and more about it and found a 

designer who was really excited about being in the project and that’s how we started in 

2004 planning everything, working on the logo and the sketch for the publication.  

 

Ondřej: How did you come up with the name DIK Fagazine? 

Karol: It was the moment when there were several gay magazines popping up, and I 

knew from the beginning it was going to be polish and English, so I knew it would be 

double language. Then I thought it would be this play on the word “dick” without “c”, so 

yeah. And also because I said from the beginning the magazine would be focusing on 

homosexuality and masculinity. So the idea was also to do the interviews uncovering the 

general idea of how this idea of masculinity changed in the post-communist countries. 



So I thought this DIK  would be something connecting all these topics, like everything 

about DIK/dick somehow, not only gay DIK/dick.  

 

Ondřej: So as you said the topics are dicks, are there any other topics that you were 

focusing on in the magazine during that time? 

Karol: I mean, for me this was just funny for the title and also to provoke with it, same 

with the logo (there are these two dicks that can’t meet somehow, like they are in a 

circle). But from the very beginning the idea was for it to be an art magazine, so I was 

also obsessed really with Andy Warhol and Interview Magazine and how he used the 

medium of the magazine to extend his artistic activity. And also using the form of the 

interview, that was really specific — Warhol used interviews that were not much edited 

which were like long conversations. So I really also wanted to focus on using this kind of 

strategy, having long long interviews. At the beginning I thought the magazine would be 

covering everything connected with the queer culture in contemporary Poland, but 

there was not that much. So after a few issues I decided to extend it and went to Ukraine 

and slowly it became more about the whole region. And then it was the moment when 

I decided to focus only on the past, on archives, oral history, so the interviews were 

focusing on the queer past of central and eastern Europe. From the very beginning we 

had artistic contributions, not only from queer artists but also straight artists, or comic 

artists (they were having the last page for the special commissioned comic pages). The 

idea was also that the old stuff that is printed in magazines usually for the very first time 

commissioned stuff, so it was not zine like Xerox. It was intended to be a magazine. But 

also, a very specific one that is supposed to be like an art object. That’s why the design 

was crucial and in paper form. That’s why we’re never publishing things online, only the 

blog and the parties and the things around, but I wanted to really force people to have 

the paper copy. 

 

Ondřej: I know you already said that the magazine is actually in both Polish and English. 

Why did you decide to do that? 



Karol: When I was graduating — because 2004 was my diploma at the Academy — so I 

was preparing to leave the school and I was already aware that I will be, like both things, 

I hadn’t found much, I’m calling them ancestors or connections or references in the 

Polish culture. I rather had especially queer connections in the United States and 

western Europe so I thought I need this language to connect. And also I thought it would 

be interesting to share the knowledge from the country and the region to other readers 

who were not aware of what is happening there.  

 

Ondřej: Actually I found on your personal page that, and I can quote you, “DIK Fagazine 

is the foremost queer arts magazine from Central and Eastern Europe and not for lack 

of competition.” So from your point of view how is a queer art magazine seen in this 

region, in Central and Eastern Europe? Can you somehow describe it or how’s the 

magazine in this environment, what’s the connection with other magazines, in this 

community? 

Karol: The thing was that, I discovered that later, in Poland we have quite a tradition of 

zines, but they were always connected with alternative culture and punk and political 

opposition, and I couldn’t find my place there. Then, in the beginning of the 90s when 

the communists fell down, there were several, I think seven or eight, LGBT but mostly 

gay publications, that were willing to be glossy magazines, and commercial and gay. They 

were not that much interested in art. Usually there was just Leonardo and Michelangelo, 

and stuff like that from art. So, I would say that I didn’t have the feeling that I had any 

connection in Poland, or continuity at that time. But at the beginning of this zine there 

was bat magazine  in the Netherlands and later there were several magazines in Paris 

and in London, and they started to do fairs, sometimes dedicated specially to the queer 

publications. So, I was aware of what was going on, and I was trying also to get in touch 

with those people and editors. And I actually met many of them at the New York Art 

Book fairs or in London at the Independent Queer Fairs and that’s how it goes. Then in 

Europe I discovered more deeper history, like in the 80s, and I started to build links with 

the publications from the 80s that I was not aware of before, like Filo magazine, gay 

magazine from the 80s, independent, Xerox zine from Slovenia and very local stuff, but 

I didn’t know about them from the very beginning. At the beginning, the idea was to 



make not really a commercial magazine but with some advertisements with fashion and 

with some regularity, it was supposed to be out every two months. I thought it was going 

to be a different kind of dynamic, but it was really impossible because it was so much 

work and so on, so it changed, it became much more artistic. I was even putting some 

ads to make the magazine look more like a magazine than a zine, but usually it was just 

ads by my friends, fashion designers who were supporting, doing some visuals. Then it 

evolved, in recent years it became more art, almost like a book, like a reader. Sometimes 

there is a two years break, even. I’m travelling, collecting material and instead of doing 

a book of my research, I’m publishing an issue that is focused on something. 

 

Ondřej: And also like, I know you were, I found actually on the interview on the for 

Electronic Beats that you said, I used the word better “pedal.” Uh, someone here 

actually, uh, yeah, “I use the Polish word Pedal , which is way offensive. Like faggot.  

We're trying to provoke to put politics into practice.” is also DIK fagazine part of this, 

um, intention to put the politics into practice. And maybe, can you describe what's from 

your perspective? 

Karol: Yeah, because it was very connected with what I did. Like I started to work on the 

magazine in 2004 and you need to come out on March, 2005. And then in June I opened 

the first openly homosexual show in the history of Poland and it was called Pedal with 

facts. So the magazine was also presented there and it was like the few months of, um, 

like not the, um, not only big coming up, everything happens for the first time. And the 

same a year, there was a most famous Polish gay novel published by me, so it was really 

intense. We have the same government that we have now very strong political tension. 

And he used to say in the interviews that one of the reasons we're also to my coming 

out and to make it all things that the politicians were really conservative, pushing.They 

forbidden the same year, 2005, the gay pride in we're. So by this precedent that died in 

a plane crash, the brother of Kaczynski, uh, and uh, also one of the politicians proposed 

the law to discuss that the gay who are out can not be a teacher. So there was a lot of 

political tension, a bit like in the United States, in the seventies that I thought I have to 

respond directly. And that's why I decided to make an openly gay show magazine and 

everything. And I didn't know what would be the audience. I just come out. And for me, 



it was also new when I did the first promo party for the magazine. It was just the same 

day that I got it from the printer and, um, from the printing house. And I did it, the promo 

party at the cafe, the center for contemporary art and some of the curators were 

shocked because they thought it's just the game. They didn't know that I'm gay. And 

they felt that it's just another kind of game with the stylist. The one, they couldn't believe 

that it's for real, like it's a guy magazine, it's my counting out. And also the title of the 

first event was porn, a promo party. So I was dressed like everybody was dressed kind 

of playing with this idea of, or no party, but it was a lot of artists and curators. So it was 

not that many gays. And it was really intense. And I'm talking about that because starting 

from this party, the magazine, sometimes I met people who will never have it in their 

hands, but there were at least two parties organized by us because we are collaborating 

with the claps. We're doing exhibitions that use of graphics. So the editorial team was 

also changing this, for example, this may help. 

And that, in that sense, that's the things we were doing were political. Although during 

that time, when I started the magazine and I did this show, I was claiming that it's not 

political because I was for, uh, I was not interested in a rainbow or classic LGBT, uh, fights 

for the gay rights. But rather I consider it queer  because it was about, uh, like, you know, 

faggots in Polish, we were using the words pedaly, but that was so it's like buzerant in 

Czech. And every time I was in the media and I was saying, pedaly on the people were 

shocked in the radio and TV that I'm speaking that way. So it was different idea of being 

political. I said, it's about, about the sexuality pleasure. And in that sense, we were 

political. But at that time I was saying, it's not political. So now I, I kind of change. I saying, 

everything is political and it's, I become much more engaged also literally in politics and 

activism. But at that time it was more like a sexual rebellion in the connected with arts. 

 

  

Ondřej: Good. My next question is, uh, about the magazine about the matter of the 

magazine. So why do you actually publish DIK Fagazibne  printed, even in these days? 

Karol: Uh, because I was really, uh, interested in publication and I'm now I'm a collector 

of the zines and magazines, and I see a big difference from just reading something on 



the screen and on the paper. And also, you know, when I started to study in 1999, uh, 

some of my friends didn't have even emails. We have the classes how to use computers 

and felt the shop. So what I wanted to say that when I was a student of art Academy, 

the internet was not really the first kind of source, or it was not really something that 

you think about, uh, something serious or artistic or you could use. So I was, we could 

say that I was old fashioned in that way, but then, because I was consequently for that, 

it become a statement that's, um, it's in a paper also. It was quite relatively, quite cheap 

for me to do that. Like collect this money and having printed in a printing house. When 

we did the third issue, they kick us out from the printing house and they send the 

packages saying that it's a porno gay porno. And they say that we never can come back 

to the printing house. Then the other printing house also refused. And I also found quite, 

uh, important to have the real, proper printed, nicely designed magazine as something 

physical, because when you have it at home or are you collecting, it's already as a kind 

of a statement and some, it was 1000 copies, it was thinner. So it was more distributed. 

Sometimes I was giving away during the park is just for free. And so on and later, like last 

years, it becomes very, I become very conscious that it's on a paper. It's very good 

quality, uh, paper. It's only 500 copies, it's numbered and it's more expensive. So if you 

are really wanting to have it, you have to buy it and you have to take care and you're not 

throwing away. And it's on your shelf and it's, you know, working on, uh, yeah, it was 

very concerts conscious decision. Although now, because I work on so many other stuff 

with archives and so on, and I can't really have the same dynamic that I had before with 

the magazine, I'm considering to put some, uh, privacy issues online and I'm still thinking 

how to do it, if they should be referred to craft or to do the PDF, or just kind of texts and 

images. So I'm still thinking how to do it. 

 

  

Ondřej: You were, you were talking about the design, um, a bed. So I would like to ask 

you, uh, is it the design of the magazine or created or who who's, who's standing behind 

the idea behind the design of the magazine.  



Karol: Design was very crucial from you from the beginning. Cause I'm not a designer. I 

I'm very bad with any programs that, uh, like putting, And I, I know how to work as a 

journalist with the layout and stuff, but not really, uh, designing things. And when I 

started, as I mentioned, when I started to think about the magazine, I met Monica 

Zawadski. She studied at the Academy of fine arts, but she was older than I, and she is a 

graphic designer and I saw her posters and I really loved them. So I thought it would be 

interesting to propose her to the magazine. And she said, it's like a biggest dream for her 

to do that. So she started to work on the lager and the first layout. And I said that she 

had a completely free hand with the design. So she was going to the really border. She 

told me that some of her professors, when she get back with the magazine, they couldn't 

believe that I let her to do the things, uh, because it was on the, it was a paradox that 

was the magazine that's supposed to share the knowledge. But at the same time she 

was using like a, such a small foam black on the silver paper that you could read only in 

some hours of the day when you have a proper life, because it's other price, it's hard, 

but I thought, okay, I want to do this because how other way you could make 

experiments, not like when you paying for everything by yourself and just, nobody can 

say that it's wrong. It's just like my thing then. And we worked for, for, from 2004 when, 

before the first issue to, I think, 2011, something like that, I have to check that. But then, 

um, there was a break and we kind of literally break together the designer. It was also 

very funny and interesting that she was straight and that influenced also her choices. 

She had the, really, the goal to make the magazine more art than gay. So she was 

refusing all the images with the dicks. For example, it was very funny to talk about the 

layout with her because she was, but sometimes it helps because at that moment I was 

really just after my coming out and I really wanted to express my sexuality. So I think 

because of her choices, the magazine become more interesting for the other audience, 

like in Germany or France people were, it was not only for the gays. There were lots of 

art community or even street artists that were, that were saying that it's the best gay 

magazine they saw ever, because it was so much about the art and design and 

masculinity, not only about typical gay and we never had typical gay cover. We have only 

twice a man on the cover. And it was always a very special concept. So she influenced 

that somehow. Then I work with Math and invite to Coco. I met Martin,  he's a Swedish 

designer, working a lot for the Fever, Ray, the Knife, like all this Swedish bands. And, uh, 



she did the poster. He did the poster for my film and I asked him, how can I pay? Then? 

I said, I want to design your magazine. It's like, okay. And then it was the moment that I 

stopped for awhile with Monica. And we decided to try and after some longer break, we 

create the new issue and we keep the logo, but he also changed the layout of the cover 

and bring the color and more funky kind of design. And he continued on this one issue 

about Croatia was designed by my friend, Cray, sham design, also interests. I work with 

the best designs. They own countries rather go. If I have like a Romanian issue of the 

magazine, I would be happy, fast and adjust for the issue. Because from the beginning, I 

was aware that I don't want to build a strong graphic identity that will be repeating. Like 

for example, bath magazine, you have a big biker. You have the style that is every issue 

is the same. So people recognize it, but I wanted to, the way the tweaks, sometimes 

people are when you have altogether, like in exhibitions, people are confused even with 

what if it's still the same magazine. 

 

Ondřej: So we were talking about an issue. So is each issue thematically focus? 

Karol: Yeah, definitely. It's a, every issue have the topic. The first one was more like 

opening. So it was just whatever I could get from the, actually the first than the second, 

somehow we were covering the Polish scene. Then the third one was called, I don't know 

how to translate it in English now, but it was about some, it wasn't that clear, but it was 

more, some artistic slogan. Then the fourth one was about the gay in hip-hop and it was 

stadia to cover the [inaudible], but also hip hop, uh, gay rappers. And, uh, he proposed 

a for and so-and-so, it was about that. The fifth one was about a Ukraine monographic 

it was the first, uh, that's was not about Cola. And then the six was about Polish, straight 

artists who talk about everything, but not about the art. So it was more about the idea 

of artists, masculinity and posts, socialist state. Then seventh was about, uh, Romania 

was monographic about my trip to Romania and the interviews covering the cinder 

eight, um, eight was the beginning of my interest in archive. And it was the longest, uh, 

preparations. It was few years to make it happen. We started 2009 and it was published 

2011. It was the first one that's kind of shifted the interest into the archive, the history 

and so on. And it was covering the whole region. Like the texts were from different 



countries. Then there was the one monographic dedicated to ex Czechoslovakia then 

was the one.  

 

Ondřej: Um, so how many issues?  

Karol: I think after Czechoslovakia was the creation one, then there was one 

homosexuality communist, like the selection of the texts from the region. And then the 

last one was about Belarus. And now we have a really long break. Although I started to 

work on a three or even four issues, I never finished them because at that time I was 

also very interested. I traveled to Brazil and I also did the show and collaborate with the 

archivist and artist in Colombia. So I wanted to extend, make a statement that the 

magazine is about the global, Eastern, global South and the history. So I was planning 

and I started to work on the monograph efficacious about Brazil and Columbia. And, uh, 

also I was, uh, and probably this will be the one, but it's still not ready about the Poland 

and the seventies, some okay. Or the eighties, like the idea of cruising and especially 

seventies and Poland. And, um, the wa the other one that it's also in progress. It's about 

Russia. It's like beyond the central, Eastern Europe, but it's focused on in Russia. I was 

invited by the garage museum to do the research. And I went there last year and I 

suppose to work the whole year, this year tracking issue, but because of anemia, all my 

trap trips were canceled. So I record the, just one interview and we stopped and 

probably it will be postponed it for the next year. So all of this issues were kind of in-

house ready, but not released. So, yeah, it's a long break now. Okay.  

 

Ondřej: So what you said, is there actually any periodicity barriers between the 

magazines. How often do you publish the magazine?  

Karol: No, at the beginning, as I said, it was the idea that would be every two months. 

And actually we published the first and the second, like, uh, you know, I think the three 

issues were published the same year or something like that. Then it was every year. And 

then it's really like super irregular. There is no, it would be probably, I would be normal 

person. I would just finish that because it's just too long and it's like, okay, they're 

running a magazine, but for three years, you're not doing the issue, but, um, I love long-



term projects. So this is the longest projects I'm running in my life and it's like a base and 

it's the most recognizable. And I make so much connection because of that, that it's, 

even if it's not printed, it's kind of function. I'm mentioning on the meetings, I'm doing 

some collaborations. So, so it's like a different way of existing somehow, but it's super 

irregular. And I really don't know when it will be published. And the last two issues were 

published also of the same year. And then again break. 

 

  

Ondřej: And you were actually talking about your other project, which is called Queer 

Archive Institute. Can you describe this project a bit more? And what's the connection 

between the magazine and archive? 

Karol: Okay. Direct connection because, uh, the, actually the institutes it's, um, it's not a 

formal organization, so it's not the association or foundation or the company. It's just, I 

could say just the name or rather the artistic project that is para institution. Officially. I 

started in 2015 in November set up the basic website, but, uh, it's a natural continuity 

of what I was doing with the magazine. I just realized that it's, first of all, I'm not only 

interested in the gay issues or homosexuality, it's rather more queer in the, every 

aspects. The second idea was that I already created, I was interested in archives, but I 

already created my own arc because of the recordings and the interviews and 

photographs that I was doing during my trips. And it was much more than I was 

published in the magazine. So I decided to use this collection and this archive of mine 

and Dick Ferguson to make a base for preparing kind of a performative institution for 

the future. And also it's proof, it's a plural archives because it's the idea to connect the 

already archives from, by artists or activists. So it's a lot about the collaboration 

exchanging materials and so on. And formally, I decided that the art Institute is a bigger 

umbrella than the magazine. So crack, obviously it is officially publishing DIK fagazine 

now. 

 

Ondřej: Okay. Um, are there any extensions of the magazines into physical reality, which 

by which, I mean like events, uh, masterclasses and stuff like that? 



Karol: There was a lot, a lot of stuff that in the past that it was always like when there 

was a new issue for the next like year or so months, I was traveling, I was doing a promo 

party in the bookstores, in the galleries. And usually it was like London, Paris, Berlin. So 

the parties were massive at the beginning. And then the additions of fashion or the 

jackets, like collaborations with the designers, there were posters, there were DJs 

inviting, invited for the parties, morals in the pops or clubs where we were doing events. 

Um, many stuff, we did the series of fosters, uh, installation in Romania when it was like, 

if it was some country, I was going back with the material and organizing. So it was a lot 

of things around, yeah. 

 

  

Ondřej: From, from what you said, I understand there is like no permanent editorial stuff 

or you are the printed editorial stuff is it says, right? 

Karol: Yeah, it’s right. Yeah. There was a moment in 2006 and 2007 that there was a 

team or maybe 2005, 2006, and a bit, bit of 2007. There were, um, there were literally 

like editors mentioned, uh, like my partner was regularly doing interviews with me, 

Stephanie, her son, the Polish Swedish guy who is professional journalist was helping 

me, me how Zig Mons, the friend and the writer. Uh, yeah, he's a photographer. He was 

collaborating like regularly with, for the port press and so on. So there was, uh, like two 

years of the almost regular team and we were traveling together, like to queue, for 

example. And then I was really alone also because when I decided that it's more 

international and more covering the whole region, it was impossible for, to travel for the 

whole team. So sometimes it was very closely connected with my journeys, uh, paid by 

the institutions art institutions that were invited to something. And I was just using this 

opportunity to go to do my research and record things. So I have the collaborators, but 

for from different countries and for very specific materials just, and now I could say just 

I'm really along with that, but still collaborating, but inviting for …  

 



Ondřej: So basically the collaboration works and that way that you are inviting people to 

work, if they're interested to work for your magazine or to, to make some stuff in your 

magazine. 

Karol: Yeah. Yeah. Because it's also so irregular and it's really depends on the topic. I'm 

tricking this magazine as a curator. I'm thinking what would be very interesting for me 

and how to organize it, who to invite to like for the show to co work on some topics and 

how to put it together and how to bring the form and how to later, uh, work with the 

object and the content. Many people are standing in portfolios or the materials, but 

usually like typical gay art, like a good graphics or photographs, but I'm always saying 

like, Oh, the next issue is about the Czechoslovakia in the seventies and eighties. So if 

you have something that I would be very interested, if not, then we have to wait or so 

on because it's so specific that it's really, nobody knew what will be the next, so only I 

can hide people because I know, uh, what good, uh, fit. 

 

Ondřej: So would you say that actually the magazine somehow was somehow the part 

of the Polish gay liberation movement in 2000’s ? Or what do you describe it? 

Karol: It was somehow it was part, but maybe …  in liberation in a very specific way 

because, uh, the first magazines and organization started in 1985, 86, this xerox then 

the nineties was the beginning of the bigger movement, the first official gay and lesbian 

organization, and the seven publications that appeared that I mentioned there were 

then that were more activists, um, organizations and, uh, and clubs beginning of 2000. 

So I have this niche for the arts and queers. And, uh, so I was queering  the art world and 

also giving the space for this, uh, uh, Gays were not funding themselves in the clubs or 

just in the regular, typical gay publications. And also that was the moment that we're 

more and more pornography on the internet. So there was not need to print just the 

naked sessions in the printed magazine, but something more specific. So it was part of 

the diversity of the scene. And also I state that I'm interested what will happen if the 

alternative queer magazine will appear before the regular big mainstream magazine, 

because we never had like a mainstream powerful, like Advocate, like mainstream full 

of advertisement, gay publication that could make an impact. DIK Fagazine appeared 



before that. And that was for me, very interesting a statement about also what I'm 

calling a gay book of colonization that everything you could learn was from the West and 

America. And suddenly you are saying, okay, we don't have the mainstream magazine, 

but we have alternative that it's one of the few in the world that are on the exhibitions 

and the art versus, and so on. That's a changing this narration like it's, we are not. So, 

uh, we're more progressive, so we don't have to go through this past stuff. We have to 

go through the nineties and commercial. And so, so that was a part of this liberation. 

 

Ondřej: Would you say that actually your magazine also anticapitalistic? 

Karol: Oh, that's a very difficult question because I recently started to say like, um, things 

that I'm really more leftist than I thought. And at the beginning, I was not saying that I'm 

capitalist or anticapitalist, but because, um, I was, uh, feeling super independent and 

brave because all the money I invest with mine money from my paintings. So I didn't 

apply for any grants. I didn't apply to government. I could really do whatever I want, but 

if I would say that I had to sell my paintings to make the independent magazine, it's also 

capitalistic could be a, it's not like a community based like everybody put a little money 

in. No, I just wanted to have a cool magazine. And it was served in the best bookstores 

all over Europe. So I, it, it could be say it's capitalistic, but at the same time, it was so 

limited. I lost more money than I invest. Then I get from the selling so general approach. 

It's, uh, it's definitely alternative independent, but, uh, it's, uh, it's not like I'm celebrating 

capita rather criticizing a lot, but, uh, I just don't want to sound like, you know, complete 

like samizdat, and I don't know what is happening. It was even to that level when I was 

on the conference, feminist conference in Sweden and I, and there were complaining 

that the government cut part of the money for the critical art. So some feminists and 

queers were saying like that they are pissed  off and they're criticizing the government, 

that they don't give enough money to criticize the government. And I came from Poland 

and I was …  They prepared me to be an example that you call them even the worst. So 

being queer and being from Poland, I have to stay like, yes, government have to give 

more money. And then I said, like, I don't expect any money from the government 

because I don't want to be depend on the government. So I just have to make money to 

make things independent. And everybody was screaming on me, like, how dare you? 



You were a American capitalist and so on. It was really crazy. And I was shocked and I 

didn't understand. I understand now. And I really believe that governments duty  is to 

give money for the feminist and independent stuff. But, uh, so I also used it for several 

times money for the arts projects to put on my magazine. I even put some names of the 

institutions in the, uh, latest like recent, um, co issues. But it's really complicated 

 

Ondřej: Actually talking about a financial site. Maybe you, you said it already, uh, how, 

how do you, how do you fund your magazine? What's the funding?  

Karol: Yeah. So for most of the time, it's just my private money from my artworks. And 

then I'm trying to sell the magazine. I've seen, but sometimes just to send the magazine 

somewhere, organize the part, it costs more than I could get for printing one. Everybody 

cites, sometimes translators works for free because they are, they knew that I'm not 

making money on that. And then everybody have something like the graphic designers 

have the portfolio that they could do whatever they want. So they experimenting and 

they, they want it, uh, people who are contributing with the texts like artists, they also 

publishing first time and they have the translations and so on. So I talk with everyone if 

it's works for them. And usually it's like, uh, uh, I'm paying just for my private money for 

translations and for printing. And then if I could get back back some money, it's just, uh, 

it never zero. It's always minus, but, uh, but the restaurant issues, I have few deals for 

example, that you showed about Belarus. That was the, the last step was published. I 

used the invitation of the public art institution in Poland that sent Polish artists to 

different countries. So I choose Belarus and I said, that's my money for my residency and 

my project. I'm going to use to publish the magazine and then pay. They paid for, for 

printing. They get some copies for free so they could distribute it. And the rest was for 

me. So in that sense, I kind of got money from them to print it. The similar situation was 

with a issue about  Zagreb that, uh, most of the printing was covered by the, um, 

museum of contemporary art in Zagreb.  

 

Ondřej: Okay. And actually, I would like to speak about distribution of the magazine. 

How do you distribute it? 



Karol: It's all, all based on the personal contacts with, uh, some, uh, bookstores and with 

some friends and stuff, not places. And at the beginning, the whole thing was how to 

reach the most cool places to selling the magazine, and so I was traveling always with 

the luggage, uh, personally bringing to London to Paris. So it was the party, the horse 

suitcase was full of the magazines and that, but it also changed recently with the internet 

because I decided to have just the three or four shops that have a good internet 

distribution. And it's changed like now, because we haven't had the issue for a long time, 

but I have one good shop in Poland, one in Amsterdam and one in Paris and in Berlin and 

then in New York and all of them have the online stores. So I was just putting on the 

website, uh, and on Instagram and Facebook where people from parts of the world to 

not paying too much for package sending, they could order online. 

 

 

Transcription – Mono.Kultur 

 

Ondřej: Ok, my first question is: What were your intention when starting Mono.Kultur? 

Kai: There was no intention. We just wanted to make a good magazine. I’ve been 

passionate for magazines for a really long time. I started to subscribe American 

magazines when I was like 14. It just been this thing in the back of my mind. After collage 

I was studying graphic design. Also I was working as a photographer for different 

magazines. I’ve been always frustrated about all the commercial aspect of making the 

magazines and the imitation placed on the contributor’s work. I just started to by 

possible to do it on yourself. The independent publishing was just beginning. There were 

just a couple of independent magazines. Those things come together.  

Ondřej: How would you describe the concept of your magazine? 

Kai: I always like long interviews. That was always the base. Originally, we planned 

something more traditional. Which we realized we couldn’t afford so we have to come 

up with something else. We had no money. We were just students that came from 

college. Because of the financial constrain we decided to put out the interview 



separately. As soon as we had the idea, we realized that we opened up so many 

possibilities in terms of design, structure.  

Ondřej: Why do you publish Mono.Kultur printed?  

Kai: Because we love printed magazines (hahaha).  

Ondřej: And why do you love them?  

Kai: Maybe it’s a generational thing, maybe it’s a personal thing. But personally, I don’t 

enjoy reading from the screen at home or in my spare time. I also think that the format 

lends the paper better than mobile phone or computer screen. Also, the screen gets me 

very impassionate. I don’t like to read longer articles online. With magazines you can 

really take your time. You know. It becomes a kind of pleasurable thing. Also, people 

from Mono.Kultur are into production and design. We kind of made a collective thing 

that you want to keep. Hopefully, we will build it this selective archive o selective 

conversations with artists. You know, kind of addresses the state of the world. It 

becomes a document of our times.  

  

Ondřej: Speaking of design, why did you decide for A5 format? 

Kai: Actually, we always troubled the A5 format in the bookstores. Now, there are a lot 

of small magazines around. When we started, the bookstores really hated the format, 

because it’s very inconvenient. Their shelves are not made out or A5 format. It lands 

perfectly to the content we have. Which is really long depth interview and it just works. 

It works in the context. I think it’s really nice format to have. It’s easy to carry around. 

It’s easy to handle. With design you always have a problem. You always have some 

parameters that you have to work with and you try to find the ideal solution. It’s just … 

it’s just perfect or the amount of content we have. 

Ondřej: I can see that the design is such a crucial thing for your magazine. How was the 

design created or what idea is behind it? 

Kai: Well it depends from issue to an issue. I think, one thing we realized very quickly 

with the magazine … you know. The concept is so strict. So focused. Having just one 



person or an issue. One conversation for an issue. We don’t have any other content 

besides that. All the sudden, it gave us the big freedom in terms o design. Most other 

magazines, they have a lot of content they all have to bring together into the one “thing”, 

you know. They have to develop brought identity and everything is kind of channeled 

into that. With us it was kind of the other way around. We only have the one content, 

the one interview, the one person. It didn’t have to tie in with anything else. So it really 

allow us to treat each issue much more as an individual project that is really form around 

the artist and the conversation. We have a few parameters that runs through out that 

are always given and that never change. It’s few elements that continues from an issue 

to an issue but everything else is sort of newly designed from the scratch. We treat it 

almost like an catalog. I designed the three first issues but than we realized the is no 

reason why I should be doing all of them. From the forth issue we started to invite 

external  designers to sort of guest produced one specific issue and that become a really 

precious because from the process you can see a lot of different approaches to the 

graphic design and you sort off reinvent the magazine from an issue to an issue. It kind 

o hasn’t changed. We started 15 years ago and it hasn’t really changed because it just 

changes all the time from issue to issue. That’s really refreshing way to work because it 

keeps us interested, it’s keeping our readers interested. I think a lot of the first readers 

were … you know came from the design world because we quickly became this thing 

almost slightly competitive process between the different designers. Trying to find 

different ways of working. It’s a playground of how far you can push the title, a printed 

title to different directions. 

Ondřej: Ok, my next question is about the process of the creation. I would like to know 

which design / publishing tools you are using to design the magazine. 

Kai: Right, we’re using InDesign. It just becomes the standard for graphic design. 

Ondřej: And why did you decided to publish the magazine in English? 

Kai: Because it was clear very soon that this is kind of niche project and publishing in 

English just opens up entirely world. If you publish in German or your own language than 

you always tide to the market. It’s too specific for smaller market. We created in English 



just because we sell it to the whole world especially to small and very limited bookstores. 

So you can get in in Taiwan, Russia etc.  

Ondřej: So, are there any other platforms on which do you share your content? 

Kai: Hahaha no, no. We’d like to but there’s no such a thing. Also because of lack of time. 

We did an app for one issue with a record label, which was very nice but it’s just so much 

work to do and we all have a proper jobs on the sides. We have very limited time that 

we can dedicate to it. You know, we also did a lot of events around the launch of each 

issue and we do screenings. Now we happy if we keep the magazine alive. 

Ondřej: Are there any extensions of the magazine into physical reality.  

Kai: I think that’s something that comes out from independent publishing to treat it less 

like just a title. We like to treat it more like a project in a way and for us … first of all, we 

celebrate each issue because there’s a lot of time in it. So it’s a nice closure. It’s also an 

opportunity where we can get the artists to Berlin or host an event with them. It just 

became this nice extra format, different medium.  

Ondřej: Do you have permanent editorial staff?  

Kai: No.  

Ondřej: So, who’s making the magazine? 

Kai: So, it’s me, I am kind of the driving force behind it and we have one girl who comes 

in 3 times a week for few hours and just run the ongoing things, the webstore, online 

projects, keeping track of different interview and so on. And there’s a team of six or 

seven people that is kind of  our editorial group in a way but we meet only … I don’t 

know … maybe once a month for drinks and to discuss what do next which artists to 

write, whatever needs to be done, whatever needs to be organized. So it’s very loose 

and flexible thing. I think during the kind of magazine that we do … from the beginning 

it was very clear that it won’t be a commercial thing and never even tried to make a 

commercial thing. All of us either within the arts or in the worlds of magazines, writing 

and design. So we are kind of loosely attached to that world and making living within 

that world and Mono. Kultur will always be the one thing where we don’t think about 

the money much and about making it. Working financially. We just want to do exactly 



the kind of magazine we want to. It’s a great freedom but it also has a price … none of 

us can live from it. It’s not financially really valuable. 

Ondřej: Speaking about money, how do you fund the medium? And how much each 

issue costs?  

Kai: We fund the magazine from sales. It’s covering all the costs. Barely, but it has been 

always a struggle from the financial site. We don’t have any money from it and all of our 

contributors don’t earn anything. It’s just covering all the printing costs. It’s actually hard 

to produce it. Is not as each as other magazine’s printing. But it’s ok.  

Ondřej: Is it hard for you to find aby printing house which would print your magazine? 

Because of the really specific format and design you have.  

Kai: Yes! Very! We were really lucky in finding a very small printer in Berlin. Very old 

school printers that were very excited to do something different. Something I really 

challenged in terms of production, how to do this the most efficiently, how to do it 

technically. It’s really not easy to produce it. So they were excited they were printing 

Mono.kultur for 14 years, 13 years and but they sadly went bankrupt. But we went to 

another small printing company that kind of took on half of that team and they function 

similarly and they are really into trying out things and they are very happy to take risks 

so we did the last issue with them with the cut pages which is really, really bloody 

difficult to do. But they did it great. 

Ondřej: And is it possible to contribute to Mono.kultur from the “outside”? 

Kai: Sure. I mean, for writers, also for designers. Just now, the next issue was done by 

young graphic designer from Soul, South Korea. We never met. I just really liked her 

work. I kind of discovered her online and I invited her to work with us. So, especially 

designers. We’re getting a lot of portfolios from people and we always look at them. 

  

Ondřej: Once again, in the terms of money. Do you pay the contributors or the artists?  

Kai: It’s for free, yea. I am always embarrassed to ask. You know, we don’t really have 

any money. It’s our reality. 



Ondřej: How do you distributing the magazine? 

Kai: Different distributors. We work with Anthene, London and Europe. We’re also 

distributing to America and Japan, Australia. You know, there are these artbook 

distributors, which are specialized on art books and niche magazines. 

Ondřej: What is the periodicity? 

Kai: We started with six in a year. Now we are down to two a year. I mean officially we 

do four a year but now we had to managed ideas … you know. We are doing it for a really 

long time and sometimes we are over it, A lot of us has kids and families and we need to 

make living as well. During the time, Mono.kultur is getting smaller and smaller. So we 

just had to slow down. We’ve kind of stop putting pressure on ourselves but we’re sill 

continue doing it even it’s at very slow pace now. 

Ondřej: Do you feel that Mono. Kultur is part of any community? 

Kai: Hmm, yea, I think it mean it’s not we are actively part of any group, any platform 

but the thing we’re going independent publishing things comes … in the last ten years. 

That’s a whole infrastructure that develop around it. There’s a lot of bookfairs. 

Sometimes we’re getting invite to a conference just to do a little talks, workshops and 

stuff like that. We are inevitably started to bum into the same people who do similar 

things as we do. So I think it’s a really nice world. It’s a very friendly and non-competitive, 

very supportive group of people in a way. So yea, we are in the larger sense.  

Ondřej: What are your plans for the magazine? Do you have any goals or visions? 

Kai: Hahah. At the moment, just to keep doing, what we doing. No seriously. It’s not 

because a lack of ideas. There’s a lot of things we’d like to try out and half of dozens of 

projects that is sort of on the table. I run a design studio which is kind of come out from 

the magazine but it’s my living and it comes first. The magazine is my playground or 

laboratory. I just want to keep doing it and I’ll be happy with it in this form for another 

couple of years.  

 



Transcription – Utca & Karrier 

Ondřej: What was your intention when you starting Utca & Karrier? 

Aron Lodi: Well, we intended to establish a magazine that is a representation of our 

ideas. Maybe you are familiar with the current political issue in Hungary. Which is right 

now in a way authoritarian and fascist at the same time. It has a really harmful impact 

on culture and media especially. Because in my opinion media is the great weapon of 

politics so that was our idea to use this thing in this shrinking cultural space and use 

media to have our own conversations to have our own community. So that was our 

intention to creating this magazine. Yea, I that was our main thing with it. 

Ondřej: What is the magazine field of interest? 

Aron Lodi: We didn’t really want to make magazine just about politics. We wanted a 

culture magazine. Which is about art, culture, music etc. But in my opinion, artists should 

be political so it has a lot of political parts. But the main focus is on culture, Central 

European culture and our generation culture. We just wanted to give a platform to the 

youth.  

Ondřej: Why Central European region? 

Aron Lodi: It is also tied to politics. I think it, is because in this region politics has changed 

a lot in the past couple of years. Especially in Hungary. So for us, it is very important. I 

think it should be important to actively focus on politics and culture in Central Europe. 

We saw that a new dark age is coming in the mean of culture we had to do something 

with it.  

Ondřej: Why did you decide to publish the magazine in Hungarian-English version? 

Aron Lodi: Well, there are no translations in the magazine so if the text comes in English 

we publish it in English. Actually, if the text will come in German, we will publish it in 

German. There are two reasons for that: We want to make an internationally known 

magazine. We want to give a voice to anyone in this region. The other reason is very 

practical. Translations aren’t cheap at all. So we just didn’t want to bother with 

translation. But there are some cases when we publish a bilingual issue. For example, 

last year, we made an issue, a special issue in collaboration with Verzió International 



Human Rights Documentary Film Festival. There we translated every Hungarian article 

into English because it was an international festival and we got support for that. But our 

latest issues in mainly in English. Because we think that now, it’s time to focus more on 

other countries, to focus more on the widening of our audience.  

Ondřej: Why do you publish the magazine printed? 

Aron Lodi: It is fun to do something really old. It is an old fashion tradition to publish a 

magazine in printed format. But at the same time, all of us have a personal relation to 

this format.  So that was the reason. We didn’t really think about that at the beginning. 

It was pretty obvious that it’ll be printed issue. That wasn’t even a question for us.  

Ondřej: Are the issues thematically focused? 

Aron Lodi: I would say loosely. We have a title for each issue. For example, for the latest 

issue, we have „gold“. But when we ask for text or artwork we use to say to our 

contributors to go with this title loosely. These are very abstract symbols. The symbols 

are titles for each issue but not a guideline.  

Ondřej: Can you tell me some examples of the symbols you’re using? 

Aron Lodi: Yeah, for example, we had an issue which was called „application“. It is just a 

word but the text we based on the words meaning in a social context, social subject or 

we saw it just as a technical term. In the current issue, the title is „gold“ and we wanted 

to imagine a new golden age. These titles are metaphorical. They are just a loose 

guideline.  

Ondřej: Are there any other platforms on which you share the magazine’s content? 

Aron Lodi: Mainly on our website. Well, obviously, we use social media platforms to 

reach people. We use Instagram, which through artists and contributors can reach us 

out. They can see what we’re doing. It’s a great platform for that. We don’t really use 

Facebook that much because we just don’t like this platform at all. But on our webside, 

we’re trying to refresh our content. We put there some articles and also our previous 

issues are available on our website. I would say, that our website is our other main 

platform.  



Ondřej: Ok. Is the content on each platform different or are you copying the printed 

version? 

Aron Lodi: On our website, we publish the articles from the magazine. But we’re 

planning to create special content which will be mainly for our website.  

  

Ondřej: What is the content that you’re trying to make specially for your website? 

Aron Lodi: At this time, we’re thinking to publish final thesis from universities that we 

find interesting. At least here in Hungary, there are great final thesis and nothing really 

happen with them they are written. So we want to do something with that. We are also 

thinking about to make video conferences. I think we’ll do that by the end of this 

summer.  

Ondřej: Are there any extensions of the magazine into physical reality?  

Aron Lodi: Yes, absolutely. Right now, we're making our second minifestival at a 

bookstore in Budapest. It’s called ISBN Books + Gallery, which was small but it’s moving 

into pretty big gallery space. It’s a bookstore for art books and magazines so we’re 

spending there for three weeks. We’re doing exhibitions, talks, workshops, live music 

events. As I said, we this even also last summer but in a different gallery. It is our goal to 

always manifest the magazine in physical form and think about the magazine as 

something more than just a magazine. It’s more a platform or community. 

Ondřej:  If you’re talking about community, is your magazine part of a movement, 

subculture or community in Budapest?  

Aron Lodi: It’s not exactly part of any community but we are collaborating with many 

communities. For example with, It is Lahmacun Radio I this online community radio and 

three of the editorial board members are also doing a radio show called Great Galactic 

Ghoul there. It’S a creat collaboration it’s a whole new platform. It’s a thematical radio 

show so it’s about post-humanism and science fiction. Another Hungarian movement I’d 

like to mention is Hungarofuturism. It is a movement about finding Hungary’s true 

mythology. It‘ s alternate mythology o Hungary. Right now nationalistic ideology is rising. 



It’s a reflection on that.  Hungarian nationalistic ideology is twisted around. It’s really 

interesting. It’S similar to the Afrofuturism movement. 

Ondřej: So is it coming from oppression? 

Aron Lodi: Yes but it’s more like ideological oppression. National ideologist are 

oppressing our understanding of our own culture.  

Ondřej: As you were mentioning Great Galactic Ghoul, is there any connection between 

the show radio and the magazine? 

Aron Lodi: Great Galactic Ghoul is clarifying its title came from sci-fi. The name means a 

special way disappearance on Mars. It’s a scientifically interesting term. But it’s actually 

not part of Utca  & Karrier. It’s a separate radio show where we discuss current issues, 

like terraforming.  

Ondřej: So basically it’s not part of Utca  & Karrier, But the same people are making it.  

Aron Lodi:  yea, yea, yea. That’s it 

Ondřej: And is it reflecting your work in the magazine? Or is it about different topics? 

Aron Lodi: It’s a strange relationship between Great Galactic Ghoul and Utca  & Karrier. 

Necessarily we don’t want to be part of Utca  & Karrier but it became a kind of. Because 

when we have events with Utca  & Karrier we will obviously do some live sets there. 

Ondřej: How is the design o the magazine created? Who is behind it? 

Aron Lodi: Design is a really interesting aspect for us. I am actually the designer o the 

magazine. Which is very funny because I am not a graphic designer  I studied media 

design. I am directing music videos. Sometimes commercials. But right now, graphic 

design is my main focus, which is kind of strange. When we started the magazine, a year 

ago, or more than a year ago I think I had the most interesting graphic design so I started 

to study this medium and started to teach myself of how to do it, how to do layouts, 

typography etc. So it was hard and it is still hard because actually the editorial board is 

made out of four people, which is not that much. Four friends who just wanted to do 

fucking magazine and that’s it. It’s really hard to do it alone but we do the decision about 

graphic design together. I am just doing the execution of it. 



Ondřej: Could you describe the design more into the detail? What is the idea behind it, 

the layout etc.? 

Aron Lodi: I would say there is always and there will be always a change in design. We 

don’t want to go with the same layout etc. 

Ondřej: And do you change it from issue to an issue? 

Aron Lodi: Yeah, yeah, absolutely. Each issue looks completely different. Typography, 

layouts, everything. For the current issue, we even change our logo. Well, actually, we 

don’t have a logo. So we are always in an evolving process. But he main goal with the 

with our first three issues we wanted to have a classic format, which is A4. We wanted 

to be a magazine but also we wanted to be a manifesto. It has kind of punk flow in it. It 

has pretty radical stuff in it. Design-wise. But now a lot of it is really shitty, just shitty. 

Not really good. But it’s great. It’s stuff we can develop from and evolve the magazine. 

Right now were are here with this size and it’s a lot bigger and with this issue, I think 

made more development because we completely re-edit the design. We wanted to re-

think the whole style of the magazine. It’s now really dark. It does not have the punkish 

flow anymore, which the previous issues had. Now we wanted to make a real magazine, 

which looks good.  

Ondřej: So you even changed the format? 

Aron Lodi: Yea, actually now, it’s 34 cm in high and 24 cm wide. So it’s much more bigger. 

It is a bit smaller than A3. We didn’t just double the size, there are also other dimensions. 

Now, it’s 120 pages long. The previous issue was about 60 pages. It’s a lot bigger. 

Ondřej: As you were mentioning, the design is quite important for you. What is the 

reason? Why it is so important for you? 

Aron Lodi: The first year, because we wanted to find out our own language and design, 

which is very important for a magazine. This magazine has cultural goals. So it is really 

important to find out the voice, graphic design and it’s whole art direction. I think we 

are kind of at the end of searching. As mentioned before, art is political for me and so is 

graphic design. Just with the look of this magazine, we can achieve a whole new level of 

understanding for our viewers and readers. I think. And I hope it’s true. 



Ondřej: What publishing tools do you use to create Utca  & Karrier? 

Aron Lodi: Mainly I do everything in InDesign. It’s the basic program. Actually, we get a 

lot of artworks which are coming in every form and every colour. But our magazine is 

black and white which was our choice to do it in black and white because of two reasons: 

The first one is that it’s cheaper which is very important for us if we want to keep 

publishing every two months it is very important to do it the cheap or cheaper way. 

Second, it is our approach to the current situation. Our current issue is dark and 

depression which was our main goal. And because of the black and white structure, it 

has to convert every artwork and everything into these colours. Text wise. Someone 

send the text, we edit it. We give them some ideas, comments on what to change. The 

whole stuff I put into InDesign.  

Ondřej: Ok, ok. Do you have permanent editorial staff? 

Aron Lodi: Yes, actually our founding members are the permanent editorial staff. Mark  

Tremmel, Endre Cserna, Daniel Kiszler and me.  

Ondřej: What are the positions in the editorial staff? Or are there any? 

Aron Lodi: We have a position just to distribute the tasks. Tasks about a magazine. But 

they aren’t rock-solid. Everyone does everything. The positions are changing. 

Ondřej: Is there who’s setting the deadline and who has the last word? 

Aron Lodi: Yes, it’s Mark. He’s our chief editor. It’s his role to set the deadlines and push 

us. 

Ondřej: Is there any possibility to contribute to the magazine from the ”outside”? 

Aron Lodi: Yes, absolutely. I think we are always open for contributions. We also had two 

open calls for artists and writers. Yea, that is our main goal actually. Send us your text 

and we publish it if it’s cool. When it’s not that great, we give you feedback. We want to 

do it as an open platform for anybody.  

Ondřej: Do you consider Utca  & Karrier as a moderator of Budapest or Hungarian 

alternative media scene? 

Aron Lodi: Yea. It’s a good way to put it. Yea, absolutely.  



Ondřej: What is the periodicity ? 

Aron Lodi: At the beginning, we released the magazine every two months but because 

of the complexity of the current issue and the whole pandemic situation. It delayed a 

lot. Around six months. But our main goal is to publish an issue every two months. Which 

is a lot.  It’s like five issues per year.  

Ondřej: How are you funding the medium. How much each issue costs and what is the 

price? 

Aron Lodi: To be completely transparent. We haven’t officially established magazine, 

right now. We financing it from our pockets. That’s why we are printing it in limited 

numbers. I think our current issue had 50 copies. It’s not a lot and we are in the middle 

of great open calls which can support us. Our goal is to have 1000 or 5000 copies and I 

think, we are really close to that number right now. Our audience is growing. 

Ondřej: And what is the price of the magazine? 

Aron Lodi: The issue costs like 25 Euros for each. It covers the production cost and 

provides a small base budget for our next issue. But there is actually no money we can 

get out o it for ourselves. So it’s basically non-profit.  

Ondřej: Do you pay people who are contributing to the magazine? 

Aron Lodi: Yes. So far yes. That was one o the main goals when we were starting to look 

or supporters. We want to pay for our contributors.  

Ondřej: Can I ask you what is your full-time job? 

Aron Lodi: Right now, I am making music videos and commercials. I am a director. Mark, 

our chief editor is a journalist. It’s like doing the same thing, just for money.  

Ondřej: How are you distributing Utca  & Karrier? 

Aron Lodi: We are distributing our magazine in the gallery I mentioned before. That is 

the only place where can find the magazine in Hungary. Otherwise, we are sending the 

magazines via post.  

Ondřej: Do you have any plans with the magazine? Do you have any goals or visions? 



Aron Lodi: Well, right now, our main goal is to find the supporter and proper office space, 

where we can work together. That is our plan for this year. We agreed with the editors 

that we’re gonna make the magazine as long as it will be possible to do it.  

Ondřej: Where are you looking or the supporters? Is it the state or private sector? 

Aron Lodi: There is no change to do it with Hungarian state support. Our magazine is 

very anti-establishment right now. We want to keep it that way. So the only chances are 

in the private sector and also in European Union funds. 


